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ABSTRACT
Spray structures of gas-centered swirl coaxial (GCSC) injectors were investigated
for the staged combustion cycle engine using LOx/kerosene. A 9 tonf-class staged
combustion cycle engine thrust chamber for the space launch vehicle’s upper stage were
conceptually designed for a basic research. And then from the conceptual design results,
the GCSC injector having various recess length adopted in this thrust chamber was
designed by previous design methods; hydraulics of swirl injector though ideal and
viscous liquid theory and reference data.
The effects of the recess length and momentum flux ratio on the spray structures of
GCSC injectors have been experimentally investigated through cold flow tests in an
atmospheric and high pressure condition. The liquid fuel and gaseous oxidizer are
simulated by water and gaseous nitrogen, respectively.
In order to investigate the spray structures of the GCSC injector through the cold
flow test, it is important that the injection conditions such as momentum flux ratio,
density ratio, and O/F ratio of the two propellants be matched to those of real hot firing.
In the atmospheric cold flow test conditions, the velocity of the gaseous nitrogen and
momentum flux ratio remain the same as those of the hot firing conditions. However,
matching the same momentum flux ratio inevitably leads to a much lower axial velocity
of water (too high velocity of gaseous nitrogen, otherwise) due to lower density of the
gaseous nitrogen at atmospheric pressure. Therefore, the cold flow test of the GCSC
injector should be performed in a high pressure environment condition for matching the
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momentum flux ratio. By elevating the chamber backpressure, the cold flow test
conditions are adjusted to match the ratios of momentum flux, density, and velocity
between the gas and liquid flows to those of the actual hot firing conditions. The results
showed that the spray configuration which spreads widely in the case where the liquid is
injected alone changes to a jet shape when the liquid and the gas are simultaneously
injected. In the case of the injector with a large recess ratio, the liquid collides with the
gas in the recess region and the swirl momentum of the liquid is decrease by the high
velocity of the gas stream. On the other hand, the injector with a small recess ratio has the
same gas velocity and swirl momentum of the liquid, but the liquid and the gas come out
from the injector without sufficient mixing in the recess region. Also, the injector with the
shorter recess needs a higher momentum flux ratio to have a similar spray structures to
that with the longer recess. Based on the measured spray contraction parameters, the
critical momentum flux ratio, which determines the near-injector spray structures as
internal or external atomization, correlates to the recess ratio. In order to qualitatively
investigate the effects of momentum flux ratio and recess length on the spray structures in
the near-injector region and on the interaction between wall-bounded liquid film and
central gaseous jets inside recess region, numerical simulation of two-phase flow has
been performed using commercial CFD software. The numerical simulation predicts well
the overall trend of spray structures observed experimentally from the high pressure cold
flow tests. At the lower momentum flux ratio, the wall-bounded liquid film inside the
injector exhibits a smooth interface and spreads as a conical sheet at the injector exit. As
the momentum flux ratio increases, the large-scale turbulent flow structures such as
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recirculation zones distort the liquid film and enhance greatly the film-atomization inside
the injector and loss in the swirl intensity of the liquid film is accelerated due to turbulent
diffusion process.

Keywords: Gas-centered Swirl Coaxial Injector, Staged Combustion Cycle Engine,
Thrust Chamber, Spray Structures, Spray Angle, Recess Ratio, Momentum
Flux Ratio, High Pressure Environment, Internal atomization, External
atomization, Two-phase Flow
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUTION
Rocket propulsion systems can be classified according to the type of energy source
(chemical, nuclear, or solar), the basic function (booster stage, sustainer, attitude control,
orbit station keeping, etc.), the type of vehicle (aircraft, missile, assisted take-off, space
vehicle, etc.), size, type of propellant, type of construction, or number of rocket
propulsion units used in a given vehicle. The energy from a high-pressure combustion
reaction of propellant chemicals, usually a fuel and an oxidizing chemical, permits the
heating of reaction product gases to very high temperatures (2500 to 4100 ℃). These
gases subsequently are expanded in a nozzle and accelerated to high velocities (1800 to
4300 m/s). According to the physical state of the propellant, there are several different
classes of chemical rocket propulsion devices. Liquid propellant rocket engines use liquid
propellants that are fed under pressure from tanks into a thrust chamber. Liquid propellant
rocket engines are generally classified into pressure-fed systems and pump-fed systems
according to the method of supplying propellants to the engine. The pressure-fed systems
are used mostly on low thrust, low total energy propulsion systems, such as those used for
the attitude control of flying vehicles, often with more than one thrust chamber per engine.
The pump-fed systems are typically used in applications with larger amounts of
propellants and higher thrusts, such as in space launch vehicles [Sutton et al., 2001]. The
basic cycles for pump-fed liquid propellant engines are divided into a gas generator cycle,
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an expander cycle, and a staged combustion cycle based on how the turbine exhaust gas is
used; combustion gas created from the gas generator (or preburner) is dumped overboard
or dumped into the nozzle exit after driving the turbine in the gas generator cycle whereas
it is routed into the combustion chamber to participate in the main combustion process in
the staged combustion cycle. Engines with staged combustion cycle provide higher
performance than those with an equivalent gas generator cycle due to full utilization of
the energy in the turbine exhaust gas [Sutton et al., 2001 and Huzel et al., 1992]. The
schematic flow paths for these cycles are illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
Historically the gas-generator (GG) cycle was the first. GG cycle is the only one of
the three that has the turbine flow-path in parallel with the thrust chamber flow-path. This
largely separates the two functions and makes the gas generator engine much easier to
develop and operate. It does have a performance penalty, however, due to three facts: 1)
the turbine-drive gases are not fully expanded as in the thrust chamber, 2) the turbine
gases are not fully combusted to the mixture ratio of the thrust chamber, and 3) there is a
mixture ratio shift (away from optimum) created in the main thrust chamber when flow is
taken from the system to supply the gas generator. The inherent simplicity of this type of
engine makes it a prime candidate for both booster and space engines. The F-1 and J-2
engines used for the booster and upper stages, respectively, for the Saturn launch vehicle
used this type of cycle.
The expander cycle avoids the turbine-drive gas losses of the gas generator cycle by
placing the turbine in series with the thrust chamber, exhausting directly into it. This
cycle differs from the other two in that there is no GG or preburner. The turbine-drive gas
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Fig. 1.1 Bassic cycles forr pump-fed liquid propelllant engines
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is the fuel (cryogenic) after it has been heated in the combustion chamber cooling jacket.
The performance is slightly better than GG cycle, but the internal fuel pressures and inert
engine mass are somewhat higher than an engine with an equivalent GG cycle. This limits
the turbine inlet temperature, which, in result, this engine is primarily a space engine
where it a very high nozzle area ratio in spite of its lower chamber pressure. The RL-10
engine of Pratt & Whitney was the first in the world to use this cycle for an upper-stage
launch-vehicle application.
The staged combustion cycle resembles the expander cycle in that it has the turbine
exhausting directly into the thrust chamber, and is similar to the GG cycle in that it has
combustion upstream of the turbine. For booster applications, this engine can perform
better than the GG cycle because it has no secondary-flow losses, and can perform better
than the expander cycle because the higher turbine inlet temperature allows it to have a
higher chamber pressure and, consequently, a larger nozzle area ratio. As a space engine,
it has an advantage over the expander cycle in that, due to its higher chamber pressure, it
can attain the same performance with a smaller nozzle. However, relative to the other two
cycles, the staged combustion cycle has the highest performance but it is more complex,
more difficult to develop, and heavier. The RD-253, RD-170, and Space Shuttle Main
Engine (SSME) use this type of cycle.
The process of the thrust generation in liquid rocket engines includes injection,
atomization, vaporization, mixing, reaction and expansion. And the injectors are
responsible for the injection, atomization, vaporization and mixing processes. Many types
of injectors, such as impinging jet injector, pintle, and coaxial type injectors have been
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used in liquid rocket engine [Gill and Nurick, 1976]. Especially, shear coaxial injectors
are widely used in liquid rocket engine due to the high atomization quality, good mixing
efficiency, and a wide range of the stable operation. This shear coaxial injector has been
applied to the SSME, Vulcain engine, J-2, and LE-7A engine etc. Coaxial injectors can be
classified as gas-gas, gas-liquid, liquid-liquid injectors based on the combination of
propellant phases. Many studies on the shear coaxial injectors with a central liquid jet and
the annular gas jet have been performed [Hadalupas and Whitelaw, 1994, Lasheras and
Hopfinger, 2000]. The advantages of shear coaxial injectors include high performance
and stability with broad ranges of operation due to the efficient atomization and mixing of
uniformly distributed propellants [Lefebvre, 1989]. Previous published results on the
design parameters of a coaxial injector can be found in the abundant research material on
LOx/hydrogen shear coaxial injectors. Uni-element injectors, recessed or non-recessed
along with coaxial shear and swirl types, had been tested for their combustion
characteristics by Sasaki et al [1997]. They concluded that vaporization processes are
dominant in affecting combustion efficiency for coaxial shear injectors and mixing
processes for coaxial swirl injectors. Strakey et al. [2001] compared mixing
characteristics of shear and swirl coaxial injectors with a scaled-down SSME preburner
injector and argued that the atomization within the inner swirl flow of the swirl injector
was enhanced compared to the shear coaxial case.
Gas-liquid coaxial injectors with a central gas jet and the annular swirling liquid
(GCSC injector) have been applied to the RD-170, 180, 190 and RD-8 engines adopted
the staged combustion cycle in Russian vehicles. Research into GCSC injectors had been
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prevalent in the former Soviet Union. Recently, active research in this field is being done
in the US and Europe [Strakey et al., 2003, Cohn et al., 2003, Cheng et al., 2003, and
Miller et al., 2007]. Strakey and Cohn [2003] performed cold flow tests and hot firing
tests by using several kinds of GCSC injectors, and developed design guidelines for
GCSC injectors through understanding the injectors’ characteristics. In addition, the
correlation between cold flow and hot fire tests was observed with scaling methodology.
Cheng et al. [2003] performed combustion analysis through CFD analysis according to
the combustion pressure of a combustor having a multiple element swirl coaxial injector.
Im et al. [2010] compared each characteristic of two types of gas-liquid injector by
measuring the spray angle and the SMD. Fu et al. [2011] measured the steady and
dynamic liquid film thickness in an open-end swirl injector using the conductance method.
The empirical equation to predict the liquid film thickness in an open-end swirl injector is
modified with the experimental results.
The injector is one of the most important components controlling the performance of
the thrust chamber. The performance of the thrust chamber is under the control of the
design of the injector applied to that thrust chamber. The recess length of the injector is
one of the design parameters, which have a great effect on the performance of the thrust
chamber. The previous researches into liquid-liquid coaxial swirl injectors show that the
combustion efficiency increases with the recess length [Kim et al., 2005, Seo et al., 2010,
and Ahn et al., 2010]. Sivakumar et al. [1998] found that the recess length becomes a
critical design parameter for determining the atomization quality of the spray. As the
recess length increased, the mixing efficiency of the oxidizer and the fuel increased and
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consequentially, the thrust chamber performance increased. The GCSC injectors are
expected to show the similar tendency. And another important parameter in the mixing of
the propellants for GCSC injector is the gas to liquid momentum flux ratio. Lightfoot et
al. [2008] studied the atomization mechanism of GCSC injectors, and found a relation
between liquid intact length (breakup length) and momentum flux ratio. The liquid intact
length does not decrease linearly with momentum flux ratio but appears to approach an
asymptote. The film length is not only important for insuring atomization performance,
but it can also have a direct impact on engine lifetime. If the film is longer than the
injector then poor atomization performance results because large droplets are created on
the periphery of the spray. However, if the film is too short, insufficient cooling could
cause melting of the injector [Strakey et al., 2003 and Schumaker et al., 2011].
This study is specially focused on the spray structures of GCSC injectors for staged
combustion cycle engine. The main objective of this study is to understand the effect of
recess length and momentum flux ratio on spray structures according to the ambient
pressure conditions. A conceptual design of a 9 tonf-class thrust chamber for staged
combustion cycle engine was performed in Chapter 2. And then from the conceptual
design results, the GCSC injector adopted in this thrust chamber was designed in Chapter
3. The experimental method including test facilities and back-lit strobe imaging system
was described in Chapter 4. To investigate the spray structures of the GCSC injector,
atmospheric / high pressure condition cold flow tests were performed in Chapter 5. And
the interactions between the gas and liquid inside the GCSC injector were investigated
through the computational fluid dynamics simulations.
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CHAPTER 2
DESIGN OF A THRUST CHAMBER FOR STAGED
COMBUSTION CYCLE ENGINE
The most encompassing design goal for the rocket engine is to meet all of the
mission requirements at the least mission life-cycle cost. Desired characteristics of a
rocket engine include high thrust-to-weight ratio and high specific impulse (Isp). High
thrust-to-weight ratio and high specific impulse can lead to lower cost per pound of
payload in orbit. Simplicity, robustness, and reliability of the power-cycle components are
important links in establishing overall vehicle reliability, maintenance, and life (which
have a direct effect on system life-cycle cost). Besides high performance (specific
impulse and weight) – a requirement of paramount importance for attainment of mission
goals – they too will be very desirable requirements for the engine system and its
components. The tasks of engine preliminary design and optimization are the judicious
selection of components and component arrangements so that all the desired qualities
enumerated above can be fully refined and mission goals satisfied with minimum
investment and risk. This process begins with an initial optimization of an engine cycle
configuration that meets a set of vehicle/engine requirements outlined by the customer.
Component specifications established from this initial process are then scrutinized by
specialists. The succeeding optimizations and refinements aim to endow the engine
system with all the desired characteristics [Huzel et al., (1992)].
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Fig. 1.1 Flowchart for
f rocket enggine prelimin
nary design [Huzel
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et al.,, (1992)]
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satisfy these requirements, the thrust chamber for staged combustion cycle engine using
LOx/kerosene has design chamber pressure of 10.0 MPa, propellant mass flow rate of 25
kg/s, and mixture ratio (O/F ratio) of 2.6. The thrust chamber designed conceptually has
the following structures; chamber pressure (near the injector faceplate) of 10.0 MPa,
vacuum thrust of 9 tonf, vacuum specific impulse of 351 sec, nozzle expansion ratio (ε) of
150, and regeneratively-cooled combustion chamber welded with the mixing head and
composite nozzle extension. Also, the characteristic velocity (C*) has a target of 1763.9
m/s, the residence time is 1.5 msec, and the chamber contraction ratio (Ac/At) is 4.2.

2.1 Basic Conceptual Design
Main specifications of the thrust chamber for staged combustion cycle engine are
listed in Table 2.1. Oxygen rich gas generated from the preburner and kerosene which
cooled the chamber wall enter into the mixing head and atomize, mix and burn in the
combustion chamber. Chamber pressure is decided to 10.0 MPa under the consideration
of previous domestic development experience and manufacturing technology level,
turbopump discharge pressure, etc. The mixture ratio is selected as 2.6 which is similar to
the value in the previous staged combustion cycle engine (e.g. RD-8 engine’s mixture
ratio 2.4). The mixing head is composed of LOx dome and manifold, LOx feeding parts,
fuel manifold, injector faceplate, and injectors (include baffle injectors). The injectors are
connected to injector face plate on concentric circles by brazing. For suppressing pressure
oscillation (combustion instability), the baffle injectors are adopted with one hub and six
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blades.
Table 2.1 Thrust Chamber Basic Conceptual Design
Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Chamber Pressure (MPa)

10.00

Nozzle Throat Diameter (mm)

75.4

Stagnation Pressure (MPa)

9.89

Nozzle Expansion Ratio

150

Total Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)

25

Nozzle Exit Pressure (MPa)

0.0045

Fuel Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)

6.94

Nozzle Exit Diameter (mm)

923.0

Oxidizer Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)

18.06

Contraction Ratio

4.2

O/F ratio

2.6

Chamber Diameter (mm)

154.5

C* (m/s)

1763.9

Thrust Chamber Length (mm)

309.9

Combustion C* Efficiency (%)

98.2

Residence Time (ms)

1.5

Thrust Coefficient Efficiency (%)

95.0

Contraction Angle (deg)

20.0

Isp at Vacuum (sec)

351.0

Relative flow density

1.3344

2

(g/s/bar/cm )

The combustion chamber consists of cylinder part, nozzle throat part, first nozzle
part, second nozzle part, and nozzle extension part. Each part is manufactured
independently and is welded with each other using brazing, electron beam welding (EBW)
and TIG welding etc. For the combustion chamber cooling, fuel-regenerative cooling,
film cooling and ceramic coating (ZrO2) of internal wall are applied. Approximately 18%
of total fuel is used for film cooling and two film cooling belts are installed in the
cylinder part.
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2.2 Contour of Combustion Chamber
2.2.1 Contour of Cylinder Part
The combustion chamber is that part of a thrust chamber where the combustion or
burning of the propellant takes place. The combustion chamber serves as an envelope to
retain the propellants for a sufficient period (combustion residence time) to ensure
complete mixing and combustion. The theoretically required combustion chamber
volume is a function of the mass flow rate of the propellants, the average density of the
combustion products, and the residence time needed for efficient combustion. Selection
of cylinder’s diameter shall ensure arrangement of optimal amount of injectors on the
mixing head’s face plate, as well as relative flow density within recommended range
providing stable and efficient combustion in the chamber.

The main dimensions of the cylinder part are as follows:
- Chamber diameter (2Rch): 154.5 mm, Nozzle throat diameter (2Rth): 75.4 mm
- Length to the nozzle throat: 309.9 mm
- Radius of curvature in the cylinder part (R1, R1 = 2.21Rch): 170.7 mm
- Contraction angle of chamber contraction part (θ): 20 deg
- Radius of curvature between the chamber contraction part and the nozzle throat (R2,
R2 = 1.5Rth): 56.6 mm
- Radius of curvature between the nozzle throat outlet and the nozzle expansion part
(R3, R3 = 0.62Rth): 23.4 mm
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Fig. 2.2 Internal contour of combustion chamber from injector faceplate to nozzle throat

2.2.2 Contour of Nozzle Part
The nozzle part of the thrust chamber produces thrust by accelerating the highpressure combustion gas generated in the combustion chamber to a high supersonic
velocity. The supersonic nozzles are classified in two categories, i.e., the conventional
nozzles and advanced nozzle concepts depending on the capabilities for altitude
adaptation [Hagemann et al., (2004)]. The optimal design of the conventional nozzle is
determined by the types of nozzle contour, which include the simplest conical, TIC
(Truncated Ideal Contour), TOC (Thrust Optimized Contour), TOP (Thrust Optimized
Parabolic) nozzles. The detailed explanation can be found in the literatures [Östlund
(2004), Vuillermoz et al. (2004)].
In this study, a directly optimized nozzle is designed using an inhouse CFD
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(Computational Fluid Dynamics) code which solves with the compressible reacting flow
taking into account directly the effects of thermo-chemical property variation and the
turbulent boundary layer [Kim & Chio (2009), Kim et al. (2010)].
Geometrical parameters including the nozzle throat diameter and expansion ratio are
given in Table 2.1 from the conceptual design. The nozzle contour has the bell shape, the
length of which is typically designed to be 80% of that of 15° conical nozzle with same
nozzle expansion ratio (ε). The wall contour of supersonic nozzle from nozzle throat (T)
to exit point (E) is divided by the inflection point (N) where an upstream circular arc (TN)
and a downstream contour (NE) are tangent to each other. The downstream contour is
approximated by a cubic polynomial curve, and therefore can be entirely defined with
two additional variables, i.e., the initial angel at the inflection point (θN) and nozzle exit
angle (θE). With given values of nozzle length and expansion ratio (subsequently, fixed
exit point, E), the friction loss due to turbulent boundary layer has little influence in
optimal nozzle contouring itself although it reduces significantly the predicted value of
thrust [Vuillermoz et al. (2004), Kim et al. (2010)]. For efficient design, therefore, the
inviscid flow calculation has been performed for different nozzle contours with varying
θN and θE. The numerical result given in Fig. 2.3 shows that maximum value of vacuum
specific impulse (Isp) exists in the vicinity of θN =35.8° and θE =9.3°, respectively.
Consequently, the resultant design of the supersonic nozzle is summarized in Table 2.2
and the prediction of Mach number within the corresponding contour is given in Fig. 2.4.
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Figg. 2.3 Predicttion of speciffic impulse for
f different nozzle contoours

Table 2.2 Design ressult of superrsonic nozzlee contour
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Fiig. 2.4 Prediccted distribuution of Mach
h number witthin the nozzzle
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2..2.3 Injectoor Array in the Facepllate of the Mixing
M
Hea
ad
The injecctors have mass
m
flow raate of 261 g//s per injecto
or and are ddistributed in
n5
roows on conccentric circlees as shownn in Fig. 2.5
5. The details of injectoor array in the
t
faaceplate of thhe mixing heaad are as folllows:
- Overall injectors’ ro
ow and numbber: 5 rows an
nd 91, respecctively
- Averagee distance between the inj
njectors: 14.0
0 mm
- Locations of the hub
b baffle injecctors: 3 rows
- 1 hub (iinjector 18 eaa) and 6 bladdes (injector 12 ea (2×6)))

Fig
g. 2.5 Injectorr array of thee thrust cham
mber
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF A GAS-CENTERED SWIRL COAXIAL
INJECTOR
Generally, a liquid propellant injector may be categorized into three different
configurations: an impinging, a pintle, and a coaxial injector. An impinging injector may
be considered as the simplest type in terms of its operating mechanisms and relatively
ease of fabrication. Because of these advantages, the characteristics of impinging type
injectors have been investigated to a great extent, especially in the United States, and
adopted in huge thrust chambers like the F-1. Nonetheless, occasionally, the simplicity of
an impinging injector was plagued with its inherent susceptibility to combustion
instability [Oefelein and Yang, 1993]. A pintle injector with an advantage in throttling
operation is often considered in booster engines [Mueller and Dressler, 2000]. Coaxial
injectors have been widely used in many countries. Shear coaxial type injectors have been
favored by Europe, the United States and Japan; being employed in their active gaseous
hydrogen/liquid oxygen (LOx) fed thrust chambers [Mayer and Tamura, 1996]. Russia
can be considered a leading country in trying to get the best out of this type of an injector.
Most Russian liquid rockets serviced so far have employed a coaxial injector both swirl
and shear types. Due to their good propellant mixing characteristics and inherent
resistance to combustion instability, swirl coaxial injectors have been used extensively in
Russian open-cycle rocket engines fed by bi-liquid propellants [Rubinsky, 1995].
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Figure 3..1 shows typ
pical simplifiied sketches of multiple injector elem
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inndividual proopellant streaams emanatiing from injection holess [Sutton, 20001 and 2006].
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gaas evolution breaks the reemaining liqquids into sm
mall droplets, which mix, evaporate, and
a
buurn [Pontainee, 1965].

F
Fig. 3.2 Sim
mplified cross sections of sseveral comm
mon types off spray injecttion elementts

Figure 3.2 shows varrious commoon spray-type injection elements
e
[Suutton, 2006 and
a
Huuzel et al., 1992].
1
A sim
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t
liqquid propellaants; the sheet breaks upp into small droplets,
d
and
d these evapoorate and bu
urn.
Skketches a annd b are reprresentative oof single-prop
pellant spray
ys. By meanns of tangenttial
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injection into each posts or insert, or by using a spiral insert, the liquid propellants
experience a rotating or swirling motion inside the injection element cavity, and by
judicious design the angle of the spray cone can be controlled. With bipropellant coaxial
injection elements, two conical sheet sprays of propellant are formed, as shown in d or e
of Fig. 3.2. In one the impingement occurs outside the cylinder element, and in the other
it occurs inside the bottom cavity of the cylinder element, which means that a major
energy release occurs within this cavity [Sutton, 2006].
An impinging jet injector and a swirl injector have advantages and disadvantages,
respectively. Bazarov et al. [2004] summarized advantages and disadvantages of each
injector type in his work as follows.
The advantages of jet injectors are:
1) simplicity of design and reliability of hydraulic analysis;
2) satisfactory atomization quality and uniform propellant mixing for doublet and
triplet injectors; and
3) short flow residence time in injector and short ignition delay.
The disadvantages of jet injectors are:
1) stingy requirements imposed on the fabrication technology. A small deviation in
dimensions may considerably change the atomization and mixing quality;
2) significant non-reproducibility of the resultant spray property;
3) considerable differences of propellant-mixing pattern between flow tests for
model liquids and real propellants in case of hypergolic propellants. This is
attributed to the liquid sheet repulsion and deterioration of mixing conditions,
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caused by gaseous products produced in liquid-phase reactions between the
intersecting propellant flows;
4) the spray fan formed in the propellant-flow intersecting region is extremely
sensitive to local flow fluctuations, especially in the transverse direction.
Injector assemblies consisting of doublet injectors are very susceptible to highfrequency transverse instabilities.
The following advantages of swirl injectors, which determine their predominant
applications in Russia LPREs, are as follows:
1) For the same pressure drop and liquid flow rate, the average median diameter of
droplets is 2.2 to 2.5-fold smaller than that of jet injectors. This advantage
prevails for high flow rates and decreases when the counter pressure (i.e., the
sum of the combustion chamber pressure and the centrifugal pressure created by
liquid swirling motion) grows.
2) Compared with jet injectors, swirl injectors are not so sensitive to manufacturing
errors such as deviation from prescribed diameter and surface misalignment.
3) The flow passage areas of swirl injectors are much larger than those of jet
injectors with the same flow rates, and consequently they are less susceptible to
chocking or cavitations.
4) The pressure drop across a swirl injector is shared between the tangential
channels ΔPT and the vortex chamber ΔPvc. Under steady-state conditions, the
relation between ΔPT and ΔPvc can be easily defined, with the latter much higher
than the former in most operational injectors. During the engine startup, when
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the vortex chamber is initially empty, the entire pressure drop is applied to the
tangential channels and the liquid velocity much higher than its steady-state
value. The vortex chamber begins to be filled with high-speed rotating liquid.
The ensuing increases in the centrifugal pressure and viscous losses then
decrease the pressure drop across the inlet passage and subsequently the mass
flow rate prior to ignition. This self-running capability with variable flow
resistance under transient conditions improves the engine startup operation.
The disadvantages of swirl injectors are:
1) the internal-cavity volume is significantly larger than that of a jet injector and
has a longer startup transient time, which restricts their application in low thrust
LPREs with pulse operations;
2) complex configurations and heavy weight.

Gas-centered swirl coaxial (GCSC) injectors are used in the thrust chamber of staged
combustion cycle engines for their high atomization performance and high efficiency
propellant mixing. GCSC injectors have characteristics of both pressure-swirl (e.g. a swirl
chamber) and shear-coaxial (e.g. strong shearing forces) injectors but are unique from
both. Oxygen-rich gas generated in the preburner passes through the turbine of the
turbopump unit and enters via a gas duct into the mixing head where it is injected as a
gaseous jet through the center orifice of the GCSC injector. Liquid fuel (kerosene) flows
into the mixing head after cooling the thrust chamber, and is injected through tangential
holes along the outer wall of the GCSC injector forming a swirling sheet. A set of GCSC
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injectors for a staged-combustion engine thrust chamber designed in Chapter 2 was
designed for the present research. The initial input data for designing GCSC injector are
given in Table 3.1. Based on the engine system analysis, these data are determined.

Table 3.1 Input data for designing GCSC injector
Parameter

Value

Total mass flow rate for TC (kg/s)

25
Oxidizer (kg/s)

18.06

Fuel (kg/s)

6.94

O/F ratio for TC

2.6

Number of injector in mixing head

91

Total mass flow rate per injector (g/s)

261

Oxygen-rich gas (g/s)*

201.7

Fuel (g/s)**

59.3

Density
Oxygen-rich gas (kg/m3)

67.7 (T=570 K)

Fuel (kg/m3)

728 (T=400 K)

* include fuel mass flow rate in the exhaust gas from preburner (O/F=60)
** exclude film cooling mass flow rate (18% of total fuel mass flow rate for TC) and
fuel mass flow rate in the exhaust gas from preburner
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The schem
matic and geeometric speecifications of
o the GCSC injectors aree shown in Fig.
F
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Table 3.2 Design results of GCSC injector
Unit

Value

Description

dorif

mm

5.3

Gas damping orifice diameter

dg, inl

mm

8

Gas inlet passage diameter

dg

mm

6

Gas nozzle diameter

dl, out

mm

8

Outer nozzle diameter

dp

mm

0.7

Liquid inlet tangential hole diameter

hl

mm

0.5

Liquid passage height

tlip

mm

0.5

Gas nozzle lip thickness (blunt end)

Lrecess

mm

6, 9, 12, 15

Recess length

lin

mm

41.5

Total injector length

ΔPg

MPa

0.9

Pressure drop of Gas injector

ΔPl

MPa

1.06

Pressure drop of Liquid injector

αl

deg

132

Spray angle of Liquid

3.1 Gas Injector Design
Oxygen-rich gas discharge velocity Ug from injector is known to affect largely highfrequency combustion stability in thrust chamber incorporating bipropellant gas-liquid
injector. Generally, the more is Ug, the less is stability. Therefore, the primary goal when
designing mixing head with gas-liquid injectors is to provide maximum flow area of
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injector to supply oxygen-rich gas,

. The more is the number of injectors in a mixing

head, the less is oxygen-rich gas per injector. In view of this fact it is necessary that the
number of injector should be varied in the course of investigation and evaluation of
combustion process in a thrust chamber in order to achieve best performance in terms of
both combustion stability and efficiency. The mixing head of the thrust chamber designed
for staged combustion cycle engine in Chapter 2 is adopted with 91 GCSC injectors on
concentric circles. The outer diameter of GCSC injector was decided to be considered
chamber diameter and distance between injectors. And then, the gas nozzle diameter (dg)
was decided to be considered wall thickness of fuel nozzle drilled tangential holes, gas
nozzle lip thickness, and gap height. Therefore, the gas velocity, Ug of the present injector
is 105.4 m/s.
Generally, transversal oscillations in a combustion chamber are known to trigger
longitudinal oscillations in gas passages of GCSC injector. The gas passage of GCSC
injector plays a significant role in acoustic damping like acoustic resonators [Sohn et al.,
2007 and NIICHIMMASH contract report, 2002]. This effect is employed to optimize
geometric dimensions of gas passages. To enhance combustion stability to high frequency
oscillations it is essential that gas passage of GCSC injector should be acoustically tuned
to a certain frequency of transversal oscillations, preferably to oscillation frequency of
first tangential mode f1T. In this case gas passage acts as a half-wave resonator. Acoustic
tuning is performed in choosing a length of gas passage that natural frequency of first
longitudinal mode f1L of the injector coincides with natural frequency of first tangential
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m
mode f1T of thee chamber.

=

where

= 0..586

=

= 1.0

(3.1)

1−

(3.2)

1−

(3.3)

where Cch
hamber and injector
i
gas ppassage, Dchh is
c , Cg is the sound velociity in the ch
thhe chamber diameter,
d
Leff (= lin + Δl)iss the effectiv
ve length of gas
g passage with respectt to
ennd effects (F
Fig. 3.4), wh
here Δl (=Δ1 + Δ2 = 0.4
4 dinl, in + 0.4
4 dout, in) is llength or maass
coorrection facttor. And dinl, in , dout, in aree injector passsage diametters at the paassage inlet and
a
ouutlet. If theree is a dampiing orifice aat the injecto
or inlet, then
n dinl, in = doorif. And Mg (=
Cg/Ug ) is Macch number in
n the injectorr, Mch is Mach
h number in the combusttion chamberr.

3 Diagram of effective llength of thee gas passagee of GCSC innjector
Fig. 3.4
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With relationship Cg/f1T = λ1T comprising length of a disturbance wave propagating
throughout the injector passage at a frequency of chamber oscillation f1T expression for
Eq.(3.1) can be written in the following form :

=

+∆ =

1−

(3.4)

From the engine system analysis, Cg is determined and then the length of gas
passage is calculated from Eq.(3.4). This equation expresses theoretically the optimum
length of the injector canceling the acoustic oscillation coming from the chamber with the
frequency of f1T.
Damping orifice upstream of the injector has an optimum diameter in terms of
maximum damping of fluctuations inside the injector at a frequency of f1T. Approximate
value of optimum diameter corresponds to the condition;

=

The optimum value

,

=

,

(3.5)

obtained in experiments with GCSC injectors was equal

to 0.44 [NIICHIMMASH, 2002].
With this damping orifice installed upstream of the injector with dg, inl, the pressure
drop across the orifice will be
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∆

=

∆

(3.6)

where ξorif (=2.52) is coefficient of local pressure loss. The flow velocity through the
damping orifice, ΔUg is calculated following equation.

ΔUg = U1-U2 =U2(U1/U2 -1) = U2[(d2/d1)2-1]

∆

=

,

,

−1

(3.7)

(3.8)

And then the pressure drop across the orifice is calculated. Downstream of the
damping orifice at ξin (=1.0), pressure drop across the oxidizer element will be calculated
from following equation.

∆

=

(3.9)

The total pressure drop across the gas passage in the injector will be equal to

∆

= ∆

+ ∆
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(3.10)

Gas inlet passage diameter, dg,inl should be adequately designed considering the
pressure drop of the gas and geometric configuration of the injector.

3.2 Liquid Injector Design
The basic difference between swirlers and other injectors is that the liquid flowing
through the swirler obtains in it angular momentum with respect to the axis of the nozzle.
There is an extensive literature devoted to calculation methods for swirl injectors
[Borodin et al., 1968, Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993]. There are two main approaches to
the calculations. The first uses the so-called principle of the maximum flow, the second
the equation of conservation of momentum. The first approach is historically older and
more popular than the second. Both approaches differ with respect to the methodology
used, but they establish the same relationships between the flow characteristics, such as
discharge coefficient Cd, orifice filling efficiency φ, spray angle α, and geometric constant
K. The relationship between these parameters of the swirl injector is represented on Fig.
3.5. For K = 0, the spray angle is zero and for K → ∞, the spray angle increases up to
180°. The condition of K = 0 corresponds to the vortex free flow of typical jet injectors.
Generally, swirl injector was designed through the ideal liquid theory and then
design parameters (Cd, φ, α, K, din, and ΔP, etc.) of swirl injector are corrected according
to viscous liquid theory. Friction coefficients and hydraulic parameters of injectors can be
affected by liquid viscosity. Due to viscosity of the liquid, friction forces develop at the
wall of the swirl chamber, which cause the decrease of the angular momentum. As a
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The initial pressure drop and spray angle of fuel injector are selected 0.5 MPa and
130° respectively. And discharge coefficient Cd, orifice filling efficiency φ, and geometric
constant K is determined subsequently through the ideal liquid theory. Fuel nozzle
diameter is calculated from mass flow rate, density, pressure drop, and discharge
coefficient. And then diameter of tangential passage is calculated with tangential passage
number and distance from the axis of injector to the center of tangential passage. Through
the viscous liquid theory, the final discharge coefficient and corrected pressure drop is
calculated. The design parameters of the GCSC injector are represented in Table 3.2. Six
liquid inlet holes are drilled in liquid outer injector for two rows of three holes
tangentially. The configuration of gas nozzle lip end which is one of the major
geometrical parameters to influence the spray dynamics is blunt not tapered. The recess
length which has a great effect on the performance of the thrust chamber is defined as the
length from the end of the gas injector exit nozzle to the end of the liquid injector exit
nozzle. In this study, the GCSC injectors having four different recess lengths (6, 9, 12,
and 15 mm) are designed. Recess ratio (RR) is defined as the ratio of the recess length to
gas nozzle diameter, which can be expressed as Eq.(3.11)

=

(3.11)

where, Lrecess is the recessed length, and dg is the gas nozzle.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

4.1 Spray Imaging
Instantaneous spray images were taken using a charge-coupled device (CCD)
camera (Redlake, ES1.0), a Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor 60 mm F2.8D lens, and a
stroboscope (DX-525S) with a flash duration of 1.2 s. The exposure time of a CCD
camera or a digital camera was set to be identical to the flash interval of the stroboscope
to take one image per flash without extra synchronization. For the measurements of spray
angle and width, 50 images were taken and averaged for one experimental case. Figure
4.1 shows the schematic of the back-lit strobe imaging system.

4.2 Cold flow test facilities in atmospheric pressure
A simplified schematic of the cold flow test facilities in atmospheric pressure is
shown in Fig. 4.2. The mass flow rates of liquid water and gaseous nitrogen are regulated
by a needle valve installed between the injector and a reservoir tank. For supplying the
water from reservoir tank, a CR pump (Grundfos) is installed in water supply line. The
mass flow rate is measured by the turbine flow meter (Hoffer) which can be used for the
low flow range. Gas flow meter is measured by a mass flow meter with a compensation
of gas temperature. For measuring the pressure in each propellant manifold, pressure
transducers (Sensotec) are installed.
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Fig. 4.2 Schematicc of the expeerimental facilities in atm
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4.3 Cold flow test facilities in high pressure
In practical applications, the combustion of liquid rocket engines occurs at a very
high pressure, and it has been reported that the spray characteristics at high pressure
conditions were much different from those at atmospheric conditions. According to the
experiments of impinging type injector [Strakey and Talley, 2000], the breakup was
highly accelerated as the ambient gas pressure increased. Also, in Russia, where swirl
coaxial injectors were commonly used, the high pressure cold flow test was performed to
investigate the spray characteristics of the liquid-liquid swirl injector designed by KARI
[Lim et al., 2005].
A simplified schematic of the facilities which include the high pressure chamber is
shown in Fig. 4.3. The high pressure chamber designed for 13 MPa has an inner diameter
of 800 mm and an internal volume of 700 l. It has 8 viewing windows for optical
measurements. The viewing windows are made from tempered glass 70 mm thickness and
their effective diameters are 100 mm. In order to protect the window from deposition of
droplets, a gaseous nitrogen purge system was installed in front of the windows. For
observation of the spray structures, the injector installation unit was able to rotate and
vertically transverse by a device on top of the chamber. Each propellant (water and
gaseous nitrogen) was stored in a run tank, and pressurized by the gaseous nitrogen. Each
propellant run tank could be pressurized up to approximately 15 MPa. Pressure
transducers (Rosemount and Valcom), mass flow meters (GN2 line, Micro Motion) and
turbine flow meters (water line, Hoffer) were installed in each propellant supply line.
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Fig. 4.3 Schematic of the experimental facility
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CHAPTER 5
SPRAY STRUCTURES OF GAS-CENTERED SWIRL
COAXIAL INJECTORS
5.1 Background and Objectives
Many investigations on the spray and breakup characteristics of coaxial injectors
with a central liquid jet and annular gas jet have been performed. The atomization of a
shear coaxial injector is achieved through the transfer of kinetic energy from a high speed
gas stream to a liquid jet. Hadalupas and Whitelaw [1994] observed the variation of mean
drop size and spray width in response to changing the injection conditions and geometries,
such as orifice diameters and recess lengths. They suggested that an optimal injector
design could be established by simultaneously considering the drop size and spread of
spray.
The geometric parameters of the injector, as well as the injection conditions, play a
dominant role in the spray characteristics of a coaxial injector. In particular, the recess in
a coaxial injector is configured so that the exit of the inner injector is located inwardly at
a certain length from the exit of the outer injector. This recess has been widely used to
increase both atomization and mixing efficiencies. Various investigations on the effect of
a recess in gas-liquid coaxial injectors have been conducted [Mayer and Tamura, 1996,
Mayer et al., 1998, Kendrick et al., 1999]. Turbulent mixing, taking place within a larger
recess, gives rise to improved atomization as well as increased evaporation of larger
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droplets. Kendrick et al. [1999] reported that when recessed inside the hydrogen tube, the
combustion products both block and add heat to the annular hydrogen flow, increasing
the hydrogen velocity, and thus the momentum ratio of annular hydrogen to center LOX
jet at the injector exit. These actions enhance jet breakup and lead to a small pressure loss
within the injector. A recess also has a positive effect on the flame stabilization by
inducing recirculation flows inside the recessed region which are insensitive to pressure
disturbances in the main chamber.
In general, the gas to liquid momentum flux ratio (J), Weber number, the ratio of the
aerodynamic force to the surface tension force are dimensionless number mainly used to
characterize the sprays from a shear coaxial injector. Lasheras et al. [1998] derived for
the dependence of the breakup length L (intact core length) on J from their coaxial
air/water jet experiments:

/

≈ 6/

where dl is liquid nozzle diameter. Other plenty

of work has been done on investigation the relation between breakup length and J.
Recently, researches on the GCSC injector have been done with the similar concept.
Lightfoot et al. [2008] predicted the intact film length based on the J, and investigated the
atomization mechanism in GCSC injector. Their experimental results show that the
average film length relates to the J and the change in length per change in J decreases at
higher J.
Although the effects of the injection conditions and geometries on spray angle and
breakup length have been widely investigated during several decades, the experiments
have been confined to atmospheric conditions. In practical applications, the combustion
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of a liquid rocket, gas turbine or diesel engines using swirl injectors occurs at a very high
pressure, and it has been reported that the spray characteristics at high pressure conditions
were much different from those at atmospheric conditions. Much of the work in early
1990s on the effects of elevated ambient density on the spray characteristics were
performed with diesel injectors at very high injection pressures. De Corso and Kemeny
[1957] investigated the effects of injection and ambient pressures on the spray angle of
swirl injectors and found that the spray angle is inversely proportional to ΔPρ1.6. The
swirl injectors of liquid rocket or gas turbine engines using relatively low injection
pressure have been studied since the mid-1980s, however, most of these studies were
concentrated on the atomization quality of the swirl injector [Wang and Lefebvre, 1987,
Dodge and Biaglow, 1985, Jasuja and Lefebvre, 2001]. A representative study by Wang
and Lefebvre [1987] measured the mean drop size and drop size distribution over wide
ranges of liquid properties and ambient gas pressures. They concluded that the basic
effect of increased gas pressure is the improvement in atomization, but the contraction of
spray angle by the increased gas pressure reduces the relative velocity between the
droplets and the surrounding gas and also increases the possibility of drop coalescence.
Hence, a continuous increase in gas pressure caused the SMD to first increase up to a
maximum value and then decline.
The objectives of this study are to investigate the spray structures of the GCSC
injector in atmospheric and high pressure conditions and to prepare design criterion for
the GCSC injector through understanding the relation between the recess length and the
momentum flux ratio which have a great effect on the performance of the thrust chamber.
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5.2 Experimental Conditions
Atmospheric and high pressure cold flow experimental conditions and parameters
are shown in Table 5.1. And the real hot firing conditions of the GCSC injector when the
thrust chamber operates on the nominal condition are shown together in Table 5.1. Cold
flow test used water to simulate the liquid fuel and gaseous nitrogen to simulate the
oxygen-rich gas. In order to investigate the spray structures of the injector through the
cold flow test, it is important that the injection conditions of the two propellants should be
matched to those of real hot firing. Basically the cold flow test conditions were designed
to match the GCSC injector hot firing similarity parameter: momentum flux ratio
( =

/

). In the atmospheric cold flow test (Case 1) conditions, the velocity

of the gaseous nitrogen and momentum flux ratio remain the same as those of the hot
firing conditions. However, matching the same momentum flux ratio inevitably leads to a
much lower axial velocity of water (too high velocity of gaseous nitrogen, otherwise) due
to lower density of the gaseous nitrogen at atmospheric pressure. It is difficult to match
the density of gas in the GCSC injector in atmospheric conditions due to the difference in
density between the actual oxygen-rich gas and gaseous nitrogen. Hence, the cold flow
test of the GCSC injector should be performed in a high pressure environment condition
for matching the momentum flux ratio. The density of the gas in the GCSC injector can
be matched to hot firing conditions by controlling the chamber backpressure. The high
pressure cold flow test (Case 2) conditions were determined in the following manner.
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1) The velocity of the gaseous nitrogen was set to the corresponding hot firing
condition.
2) The density of the injected gaseous nitrogen was matched to that of the oxygenrich gas at hot firing condition by elevating the chamber backpressure up to 5.9
MPa.
3) The liquid flows can be determined to match the momentum flux ratio (J) of the
hot firing condition.

The axial gas velocity
⁄[

(

(= 4

⁄

) and the axial liquid velocity

(=

− )]) were estimated from the mass conservation. The annular liquid

film thickness, tl in an open-end swirl injector was estimated using an analytical relation
reported in the literature [Fu et al., 2011] as

.

= 3.1

∆

(5.1)

The cold flow test conditions (Case 3) for investigation of spray structures according
to the momentum flux ratio change are also shown in Table 5.1. Case 3 tests were
performed with the following conditions. The momentum flux ratio was changed by
fixing the liquid water mass flow rate (liquid axial velocity) and changing the gaseous
nitrogen mass flow rate (gas injection velocity). The gas injection velocity was increased
from the minimum 8.5 m/s to the maximum 142.6 m/s resulting in the momentum flux
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ratio change from 0.2 to 54.3.

Table 5.1 Test conditions of GCSC injector
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

(atmospheric)

(5.9MPa)

(5.9MPa)

201.7

3.4

201.7

16.3 ~ 273

(Oxygen-rich gas)

(GN2)

(GN2)

(GN2)

MPa

0.9

0.2

1.0

0.008 ~ 2.0

m/s

105.4

105.4

105.4

8.5 ~ 142.6

1.2

67.7

67.7

59.3

11.7

61.6

61.6

(Kerosene)

(H2O)

(H2O)

(H2O)

MPa

1.06

0.03

0.84

0.84

m/s

6.3

0.7

5.4

5.4

997

997

997

25.8

25.8

25.8

0.2 ~ 54.3

Mixture Ratio (g/l)

3.4

0.3

3.3

0.3 ~ 4.4

Velocity Ratio (g/l)

16.7

150.6

19.5

1.6 ~ 26.4

93

1.2

67.9

67.9

Unit

g/s
∆

kg/m3
g/s
∆

kg/m3
J

Density Ratio (g/l)
(× 10-3)

Hot

67.7
(T = 570 K)

728
(T = 400 K)
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5.3 Preliminary Cold Flow Test
The preliminary cold flow tests in atmospheric conditions were performed in order
to confirm the design of the liquid injector of the GCSC injector. The variation of mass
flow rate with pressure drop is shown in Fig. 5.1. And the discharge coefficients
(=

⁄

2 ∆ ) of the liquid part of the GCSC injector are plotted in Fig. 5.2.

The standard deviations of stay within ±0.84% for all injectors. It is clear from these
figures that the discharge coefficient Cd does not affected by recess ratio at atmospheric
cold flow condition.
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Fig. 5.4 Variaation of spray imaages with liquid prressure drop of thee GCSC injectors
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Figure 5.4 shows the back-lit images of the liquid spray when the liquid is injected
alone from the GCSC injector. It is evident from the image rows of Fig. 5.4 that an
increase in pressure drop increases the spray angle and decreases the breakup length of
the liquid sheet. In a similar manner, and increase in recess ratio for a given pressure drop
decreases the spray angle as shown in Fig. 5.3. It is not observed that the difference of
breakup length according to the recess ratio.

5.4 Spray structures in atmospheric pressure conditions
Atmospheric cold flow tests were performed under the conditions Case 1 shown in
Table 5.1. As mentioned above, the gas velocity (Ug = 105.4 m/s) and momentum flux
ratio (J = 25.8) in Case 1 test condition is the same to real hot firing conditions. The spray
images of the GCSC injectors with different RR values are shown in the far-left images in
Fig. 5.5. The spray angle appears to slightly decrease as the RR increases. To investigate
the effect of the gas velocity on the spray structures, the gas velocity was increased 1.5, 2,
and 2.5 times. Here, the liquid velocity was increased in order to maintain J identically. In
the case of RR 1.0, the spray angle increases with the liquid velocity, and partial of the
swirling liquid sheet collapsed by the gas stream becomes fine droplets in recess region.
These droplets are injected to downstream with gas. In spite of the high gas velocity, gas
and liquid were not mixed perfectly. But as increase RR, mixing and atomization process
between the gas and liquid takes place inside of the recess region resulting in a solid cone
spray. The variation of spray angle according to the gas velocity is shown in Fig. 5.6. The
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spray angle of injector with a small RR is dramatically increased due to the high liquid
velocity in spite of a high gas velocity. But rate of increase in spray angle of injector with
a large RR having the area which can be mixed sufficiently is low as compared with a
small RR.
As mentioned above, because of the difference of the injected gas density in hot
firing and atmospheric conditions, the mass flow rates of gas and liquid in Case 1 are
considerably lower in order to match the momentum flux ratio. Therefore, the spray
structures in atmospheric and high pressure conditions are different even though the
momentum flux ratio is the same. Due to the insufficiently low velocity of the water, the
atmospheric cold flow test conditions might fail to yield a meaningful result which is
applicable to actual conditions. Therefore, the cold flow tests for investigation of the
spray structures of the GCSC injector by matching hot fire’s momentum flux ratio should
be performed in high pressure conditions.
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Fig. 5.5 Sprray structures according tto the gas veelocity ratio and recess raatio (J=25.8)
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3.0

5.5 Spray structures in high pressure conditions
5.5.1 Liquid injection (No gas) in high pressure condition
The density of the injected gaseous nitrogen was matched to that of the oxygen-rich
gas at hot fire condition by elevating the chamber backpressure up to 5.9 MPa. First of all,
to investigate the effect on spray structures with the ambient pressure change, the liquid
was injected alone into the pressurized chamber to 5.9 MPa. Spray images with no gas
injection in high pressure cold flow test conditions (Case 2) were shown in Fig. 5.7. For
comparison, the spray images in atmospheric condition were also shown in Fig. 5.7. At
high pressure, the sprays were dense due to the atomized droplets. As mentioned above,
the spray angle decreases as RR increases in atmospheric condition. But as RR increases,
the spray angle slightly increases and finally the spray configuration is unable to maintain
the hollow cone shape and it adhere to the injector faceplate for RR of 2.0 and 2.5 in high
pressure condition. The pressure drop of the liquid water at this moment is about 0.85
MPa. The spray configuration appears as a hollow cone shape at the same pressure drop
in atmospheric conditions as seen in Fig. 5.7. Hence this phenomenon is due to the
ambient gas density (chamber backpressure). In general, the spray angle deceases with
increase in the ambient pressure. Kenny et al. [2009] measured film thickness and spray
angle at various chamber backpressures. Shearing friction at the gas/liquid interface is a
flow loss mechanism that can be related to chamber backpressure changes. If the static
gas density at the gas/liquid interface is assumed to be the same as that in the chamber,
increasing chamber backpressure will increase the gas/liquid density ratio and the
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swirling liquid will lose momentum due to increasing shear friction losses. This loss of
liquid momentum also caused the average film thickness to increase and the subsequent
free cone spray angle to decrease. They showed the linear trend between the spray angles
and chamber backpressures. But in the higher chamber backpressure condition, the
measured spray angle was lower than the prediction by the linear fitting line. For higher
chamber backpressures, the spray angle is more representative of an atomization zone
spray angle, not hydraulic spray angle. As the spray continues downstream from the
injector exit plane, the intact liquid sheet will breakup and disintegrate into a droplet
cloud whose behavior is dictated by droplet spray mechanics and not intact sheet
mechanics. DeCorso and Kemeny [1957] gave an explanation of how chamber
backpressure influences spray angles created in the spray’s atomization zone. The spray
issues out into the chamber and creates a conical sheet, which has vortex recirculation
zones created within the volume bounded by the sheet. These vortices create a low static
pressure region in the sheet-bounded volume, promoting gas flow from outside the spray
boundary toward the volume. And the atomized small droplets penetrated into the center
of the injector by the entrained ambient gas, which changed the spray shape from a wide
hollow cone to a narrow solid cone. Kim. et al. [2007] measured spray angles and sheet
breakup lengths as functions of Wel and chamber gas to liquid density ratio, at chamber
backpressure up to 4.0 MPa. The spray angle increased as the Wel due to the increase of
tangential velocity. However, as the ambient gas pressure increased, the spray width
became narrowed. In addition, the measured spray angle in the close to the injector exit
plane slightly increased as increasing the ambient gas density at higher Wel. However, in
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thhe region muuch further away
a
from tthe injector exit plane, the measureed spray ang
gle
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on is larger than that oof atmospheeric
coondition as shhown in Fig. 5.7. The reeason is that the breakup length decreeases when the
t
aeerodynamic force
f
increasses with the increase in the ambient gas density,
y, and the sheet
booundary beccame so unsstable and ssome dropleets detached
d from the lliquid surface.
Thherefore, thee spray anglee is increasedd due to thesse detached droplets.
d
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non
haas also beenn observed in
n the high ppressure cold
d flow tests for a liquidd-liquid coax
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sw
wirl injector [Lim et al., 2005].
2

Fig. 5.7 Spraay structuress of liquid injjection with the ambient pressure acccording to RR
R
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The cold flow test in high pressure condition with the liquid-liquid swirl coaxial
injector was performed under contract between KARI and NIICHIMMASH (Russia) in
2004. Characterization of injector designed by KARI was carried out on the experimental
setup using a pressure chamber at conditions simulating actual operation of injector in
Russia. One objective of the study is to investigate the effect of recess length on injector
spray characteristics (D-O, S-O). Another objective is to determine the effect of the type
of kerosene injector (open and closed type, D-O, D-C) on injector spray characteristics
with the same recess length. The specifications of the injectors were listed in Table 5.2.
The experiments were conducted at three different chamber pressures (0.78, 1.26, and
1.96 MPa) and standard ambient pressure (0.1 MPa). In case of ‘D-O’ and ‘D-C’ type
(recess 5.1 mm), oxidizer spray spreads within the fuel orifice and collide with fuel orifice
wall. But in case of ‘S-O’ type (recess length 2.7 mm) spray just touches the edge of fuel
orifice. So, spray cone angle of oxidizer injector of ‘D-O’ and ‘D-C’ type was much
smaller than that of ‘S-O’ type. Spray angle of oxidizer injector and combined injection
decreases as the chamber pressure increases, but result of fuel injector showed opposite
phenomenon. The spray angles of D-O, S-O, and D-C fuel injector in atmospheric
pressure were 114°, 103°, and 116° respectively. As the chamber pressure increases, the
spray angles of fuel injector increases to 128°, 120° and 146° due to detached droplets
from the liquid surface. In order to examine the peculiar characteristics of a separate
swirling flow issuing from the outer passage of a coaxial swirl injector configuration,
further study has to be performed numerically and/or experimentally, which is beyond the
scope of the present work.
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Table 5.2
2 Specificatioon of Liquid
d-Liquid Swirrl Injector

Type

Recesss

Configuraation

D-O
5.1 mm
m
(Deep Recess/Open type)

S-O
2.7 mm
m
(Shallow
w Recess/Op
pen type)

D-C
5.1 mm
m
(Deep Recess/Close
R
ed type)

Fig. 5.8 Vaariation of sp
pray angle w
with chamber backpressurre (Fuel, Oxid
idizer, Mix)
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Fig. 5.9 Photographs of injected sppray (at nom
minal flow ratte, ‘D-O’ typpe injector)
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5.5.2 Gas-Liquid injection in high pressure condition
The spray images in Case 1 and Case 2 condition (J = 25.8, Pc = 0.1 and 5.9 MPa)
are shown in Fig. 5.10. The spray configuration which spreads widely in the case where
the liquid is injected alone changes to a jet shape when the liquid and the gas are
simultaneously injected. The spray width contracts dramatically with gas injection due to
the central gas jet acting on the radially expanding liquid sheet. The breakup process of
liquid sheets in GCSC injector is influenced by central gas jet. Since a swirling liquid
sheet diverges away from the spray axis, it is essential to bring the liquid sheet closer to
the boundary of the central gas jet in order to establish an effective interaction process
between the liquid sheet and the central gas jet. The presence of the gas jet inside the core
of the outer swirling liquid sheet establishes an entrainment process of air between the
central gas jet and the inner surface of the outer liquid sheet. The air entrainment process
reduces the local static pressure over the inner surface of the outer liquid sheet and
thereby increases the pressure difference across the liquid sheet. As the velocity of central
gas jet is increased, the air entrainment process becomes stronger due to the higher
pressure difference.
In the high pressure conditions, the spray configuration of the injector with a small
RR in the nozzle exit plane considerably differs from that of the injector with a large RR,
as seen in the middle images in Fig.5.10. That is, whereas the spray comes out smoothly
from the nozzle exit in the case of the injector with a large RR, there is a thick area
composed of droplets nearby the nozzle exit in the case of the injector with a small RR,
especially RR = 1.0. In the case of the injector with a large RR, the liquid collides with the
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gas in the recess region and the swirl momentum of the liquid is decrease by the high
velocity of the gas stream. So the liquid was pulled inwards towards the gas core and
rapidly entrained. On the other hand, the injector with a small RR has the same gas
velocity and swirl momentum of the liquid, but the liquid and the gas come out from the
injector without sufficient mixing in the recess region. Therefore, the remaining swirl
momentum of the liquid makes a thick area composed of droplets nearby the nozzle exit.
However, this thick area weakens due to the high chamber backpressure and is rapidly
entrained towards the center jet stream.
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Fig. 5.10 Sprray images oof the GCSC injectors (Caase 1, Case 2 )
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5.5.3 Effect of Momentum Flux Ratio (J)
As mentioned above, the recess length and the momentum flux ratio are the key
parameters in the mixing of the propellants for a GCSC injector. The high pressure cold
flow tests for investigation of spray structures according to the momentum flux ratio of
the injectors with four different of recess ratios were performed (Case 3). Back-lit images
of four different injector configurations according to the momentum flux ratio are
presented in Fig. 5.11. Here, in order to compare the spray structures of the four injectors,
the test had to be performed with the same momentum flux ratio condition but it was
actually impossible for the following reasons. It was difficult to maintain a constant
chamber backpressure of 5.9 MPa because the simulated propellants and gaseous
nitrogen for purging the viewing windows are injected into the chamber. The increased
chamber pressure needs to be discharged in order to maintain the setting chamber
pressure. This process is made possible by using a pressure regulator valve. The water
and gaseous nitrogen flow rates for the injector were also controlled with a pressure
regulator valve, but it did not operate sensitively and rapidly enough for this pressure
gradient. The actual measured chamber pressures of high pressure cold flow tests are 5.9
± 0.86% MPa. In addition, it was not easy to maintain the exposure and focus of the
camera consistently due to dense environment condition in the chamber pressurized at 5.9
MPa, so the spray image acquisition was very painstaking in the high pressure cold flow
test.
The spray angle decreases with increasing momentum flux ratio due to the axial gas
flow acting on the radially expanding liquid sheet.
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(a) RR =1.0
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(b) RR = 1.5
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(c) RR = 2.0
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2
(d) RR = 2.5
um flux ratio for four recess ratios (Case 3)
Fig. 5.11 Spray imagees of GCSC injectors with momentu
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In the case of the injector with a RR of 1.0, the spray configuration becomes a
hollow cone spray in J = 0.16 (ΔPg= 0.008 MPa,

= 16.3 g/s). The spray angle

appears to decrease as the central gas velocity increases, and the spray configuration
becomes unstable and irregular in the J range 12 to 25. Because the liquid and the gas do
not mix sufficiently in the short recess region, the gas velocity should be increased for
mixing of the propellants in the recess region. That is, the momentum flux ratio should be
increased to have a solid cone spray configuration. As seen in Fig. 5.11 (a), J is above 40,
and the liquid is entrained completely to the gas and a solid cone spray is formed. On the
contrary, as RR increases, the spray structures changes to a solid cone spray in lower
momentum flux ratio conditions. Here, a non-dimensionalized spray contraction
parameter ξ showing the relation of the spray width according to existence of gas
injection is used [Kulkarni et al., 2010] and is expressed as

=

(

)

(
(

)

)

,

∶ Spray Width

(5.2)

This means that when the spray width is large, ξ is small. The spray width was
measured from an averaged image obtained by the image processing method with 50
instantaneous images and standard deviations of the spray width stay within ±2.3%. The
variation in ξ with momentum flux ratio for four different injectors at 10 mm axial
distance from the injector nozzle exit is shown in Fig. 5.12. In all injectors, ξ converged
to 0.9 as the momentum flux ratio increased. As the recess length is increased, ξ
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converged to the lower momentum flux ratio condition. As the momentum flux ratio
increased, the spray angle (or spray width) reduced gradually and finally the spray
configuration appears as a solid cone spray maintaining constant spray angle above a
certain momentum flux ratio (critical momentum flux ratio, Jc). The critical momentum
flux ratio which determines internal or external mixing of the injectors at a certain recess
length could be predicted from the variation of spray angles [Jeon et al., 2011]. They
proposed that the critical momentum flux ratio corresponding to a value where the spray
angle begins to remain almost constant after a considerable decline with the increment of
the momentum flux ratio. Moreover, at the critical momentum flux ratio, the liquid film
length is considered equal to the recess length of the injector. From the evolution of the
spray angles, the relationship between recess ratio and critical momentum flux ratio is
shown in Fig. 5.13. As the recess ratio is increased, the critical momentum flux ratio is
decreased in conformity with a certain relation. This quantitative correlation (RR ~ Jc-0.8)
could be helpful to establish further design procedure of GCSC injectors [Kim et al.,
2012]. As mentioned above, the recess length is one of the key parameters in governing
combustion efficiency. From the previous results [Kim et al., 2005, Seo et al., 2010, and
Ahn et al., 2010], it can be clearly that the propellant mixture burns more efficiently with
an increase in recess length, which results in an increase in propellant mixing time before
flowing into the main combustion zone in the chamber.
Many rocket engines have a requirement for variable thrust over a wide range of
operating conditions. The throttled or lower thrust condition is required for upper stage
rocket engine for the following reasons. During ascent of the upper atmosphere, full
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thrust would cause excessive aerodynamic loads (dynamic pressure) on the flight vehicle
structure. Furthermore when the onboard propellant mass is low, the acceleration of the
vehicle and the astronauts needs to be limited to 3 g by throttling. In addition, when the
rocket engine shuts down, the thrust has to be gradually reduced maintaining the low O/F
ratio to avoid engine damage, which can occur if the coolant flow is stopped too quickly.
From this point of view, the injectors with a RR of 2.0 and 2.5 which have the constant
spray contraction at lower O/F ratio region than nominal condition (DP) have an
advantage on throttling or shutdown operation.
When the GCSC injector is designed with given the propellants condition (O/F etc.),
external or internal atomization of the propellants will be determined by controlling the
recess length through this correlation. The correlation factor is expected to be affected
greatly due to geometrical details and flow conditions. This will be verified through
experiments for injectors having various recess lengths.
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Fig. 5.12 Variation of spray contraction parameter ξ
and O/F ratio with momentum
flux ratio for four recess ratios (Jc : Critical Momentum Flux Ratio)
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Fig. 5.13 Recess ratio as a function of critical momentum flux ratio

5.5.4 Numerical Investigation of Two-Phase Flow inside Coaxial Injector
Unlike the liquid-liquid coaxial swirl injectors in which the spray structures can be
distinctly identified (i.e. internal or external mixing) by the location of impingement of
two separate swirling liquid flows, those of the gas-centered swirl coaxial injectors are
governed by more complex and unclear two-phase flow phenomena occurred inside the
injector. In order to qualitatively investigate the effects of momentum flux ratio and
recess length on the spray structures in the near-injector region of the present injector,
numerical simulation of two-phase flow has been performed using a commercial CFD
software (ANSYS/Fluent, ver. 13), especially focusing on the interactions of the wallbounded swirling liquid film and the central gaseous jet. The VOF (Volume of Fluid)
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method is employed for tracking the immiscible interface between gas and liquid with a
piecewise linear reconstruction for calculation of surface tension. There are the multiscale interfacial phenomena due to the atomization of liquid film to ligaments and further
breakup to smaller droplets. For fully resolving this flow to the level of droplets, an
extremely large grid points in three-dimensional directions are needed. The objective of
the present study is not to quantitative simulate the droplet distributions, but to provide
physical insight behind the primary atomization of the wall-bounded liquid film
interacted with central gaseous jets at different momentum flux ratios. Therefore, the twodimensional axisymmetric formulation with swirl is adopted, which is derived from the
three-dimensional URANS (unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) equations in the
cylindrical coordinates assuming that the circumferential gradients of all variables are
zero. RNG k-ε turbulence model with swirl modification was adopted. PISO (PressureImplicit with Splitting Operators) algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling with
the dual time stepping for the unsteady calculation.
To address the effect of recess length, the shortest (RR=1.0) and the longest ones
(RR=2.5) were chosen in the experimental work. The quadrilateral grid systems with
646,540 cells (RR=1.0) and 655,450 cells (RR=2.5) are shown in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15,
respectively. The six tangential holes of liquid were simulated as a slot inlet with radial
and tangential velocities which were adjusted to make the mass flow rate and angular
momentum flux equivalent to the actual values of the high-pressure test condition (Case 3)
in Table 5.1. The calculations were carried out at five different ratios of momentum flux
(J=5, 15, 25, 35, and 45) with varying the axial velocity of the central gaseous jet. The
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constant pressure outlet boundary was imposed with the chamber pressure (5.9 MPa).
Figure 5.16 presents the instantaneous fields of liquid flow obtained by the unsteady
simulations at the five momentum flux ratios for RR=1.0 and 2.5. The regions occupied
by liquid are represented by black. In the case of the shortest recess (RR=1.0) with the
lowest gas velocity (J=5), the wall-bounded liquid film inside the injector exhibits a
smooth interface and spreads as a conical sheet at the injector exit. Consequentially, the
ligaments formed by primary atomization extend outwards in the radical direction in the
near-injector region. It should be noted again that the dots in figures represent ligaments
rather than droplets because of the axisymmetric formulation used in the present study.
As the momentum flux ratio increases, the free surface becomes deformed and the
population of ligaments (and droplets) near the faceplate wall decreases noticeably. At the
higher J, the interface of the wall-bounded film is distorted drastically and most ligaments
are formed by the film-atomization inside the injector. The eventual spray structures in
the near-injector region exhibits nearly parallel to the centerline. When the recess is
longer, as can be seen in the right column of Fig. 5.16, the transition of spray structures
takes place at the lower momentum flux ratio. The numerical simulation predicts well the
overall trend of spray structures observed experimentally from the high-pressure cold
flow tests. In the cases with lower momentum flux ratios, numerical simulations predict
periodic flow structures although no forced excitation is imposed at the inlet boundary
conditions. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 illustrate temporal evolutions of internal flow structure
during one period at the lowest momentum flux ratio (J=5) for the short recess (RR=1.0).
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As shown in Fig. 5.18, a vortex is formed and shed periodically due to the sudden
expansion behind the blunt lip. Since the axial velocity of the gaseous jet is low, however,
the vortex doesn’t have sufficient intensity and dissipates without distortion of the film in
the downstream. The disturbance caused by the vortex waves downstream along the free
surface. As a consequence, the film thickness (and the mass flow rate of liquid) at the
injector exit oscillates with the maximum at half period in Fig. 5.17. The periodicity of
the numerical result is closely related to the vortex shedding frequency.
When the momentum flux ratio increases to J=25, higher kinetic energy of the
gaseous jet reinforces the large-scale gas-phase structures such as recirculating flows
which deform substantially the interface of the film and initiate the film-atomization
inside the injector as shown in Fig. 5.19 and 5.20. The large-scale flow structures also
enhance the turbulent diffusion process of angular momentum from the swirling film to
the gaseous flow, which leads to decrease in the spreading angle of liquid spray at the
injector exit.
Figures 5.21 and 5.22 shows that the interactions between liquid film and gaseous jet
becomes much more pronounced at the highest momentum flux ratio (J=45).
To clarify effect of the recess length on the spray structures of the present injector,
numerical results obtained for the longest recess length (RR=2.5) are presented in Figs.
5.23 to 5.28. At the lowest momentum flux ratio (J=5) in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24, numerical
simulation yields periodic flow structure which is very similar to that of RR=1.0 in Figs.
5.17 and 5.18. The predicted time periods are 0.344 and 0.312 msec for RR=1.0 and 2.5,
respectively. The spreading angle of the liquid sheet at the injector exit is predicted to be
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smaller in the case with the longer recess. This is attributed to increase in the angular
momentum loss of the swirling liquid film due to the longer residence time inside the
injector.
When the momentum flux ratio is further increased, amount of liquid mass stripped
from the wall-bounded film increases greatly compared to that of the shorter recess. The
numerical method used in the present study is not able to resolve sufficiently time and
length scales of both the multiphase and turbulence phenomena, which will be discussed
later in more detail. If more sophisticated modeling is applied, it is possibly concluded
that the atomization process is completed inside the injector for the case of the long recess
and the highest momentum flux ratio of Figs. 5.27 and 5.28.
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The numerical results reveal that the spray structure in the near-injector region is
affected by the swirl intensity of the liquid film at the injector exit. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to compare quantitatively the swirl intensity for the momentum flux ratio and
recess length.
The degree of swirl intensity of a swirling flow can be characterized by the swirl
number as follows [Beér and Chigier, 1972].

G
RG x

SN 

(5.3)

where Gθ represents the axial flux of the swirl momentum, Gx is the axial flux of the axial
momentum, and R is the outer radius of the passage. Since the pressure contribution to
the axial flux of the axial momentum is usually eliminated, the swirl number of the liquid
film flow of the present injector is expressed as
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where rs stands for the radius of the free surface between liquid and gas at given axial
position (i.e., the injector nozzle exit). Because all the variables including the mass flow
rate vary significantly with time in the present study, the definitions of the axial flux
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appeared in Eq. (5.4) are modified as the average of the flux coming out through the
injector exit during one period T.
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The swirl number is plotted with momentum flux ratio for the two recess length in
Fig. 5.29. When the momentum flux ratio is low, the swirl intensity is drastically
decreased as the momentum flux ratio increases. Above certain value of momentum flux
ratio, the sensitivity of the swirl number to the momentum flux ratio is noticeably
decreased. This may result from enhancement of the film-atomization inside the injector.
The longer recess length leads to lower value of the swirl number due to increase in the
residence time to interact with each other.
The numerical findings on the interactions between the wall-bounded swirling liquid
film and central gaseous jet are summarized as follows. The higher momentum flux ratio
yields the more energetic gaseous jet, which affects the spray structures in the nearinjector region in two nonlinear ways. First, large-scale turbulent flow structures such as
recirculation zones distort significantly the liquid film and eventually enhance greatly the
film-atomization inside the injector. The internally formed ligaments and droplets are
entrained axially into the high-velocity gaseous flow due to the drag force on them.
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Although the present study highlights that the interactions between the wall-bounded
swirling liquid film and central gaseous jet plays a crucial role in determining the
structures of the gas-centered swirl coaxial injector, there are several inherent limitations
of the numerical modeling used in this study. First of all, the axisymmetric simulation is
not able to predict secondary breakups of ligaments to droplets, which requires threedimensional simulation with huge grid points to resolve sharply the interfaces of smallsize droplets. Recently, remarkable progress on modeling of the multi-scale interfacial
flows of rocket injectors has been made by several research groups. Vigor Yang and
coworkers (Chen et al., 2012) investigated computationally sheet breakup and
atomization of a like doublet impinging injector using VOF schemes by virtue of an
accurate three-dimensional interfacial flow solver based on the adaptive mesh refinement
and coarsening technique (Popinet, 2009). Inoue et al. [2012] developed sophisticated
model to precisely capture the free surface based on the complementary combination of
Level-Set Method and VOF scheme, and simulated three-dimensionally primary
atomization at near-field of a gas-liquid coaxial shear injector. Both of the previous works
have not yet taken into account turbulence.
From experimental findings for the gas-centered swirl coaxial injectors, Lightfoot et
al. [2006, 2008] suggested that turbulence of high-velocity gaseous jet distorts greatly the
film surface by small scale vortices rolling up the film surface as well as by large-scale
flow structures. They also argued that the gas-phase turbulence is the most important
mechanism in atomization at the operating condition where the entire film is atomized
within the injector cup. In this context, the URANS (unsteady Reynolds-Averaged
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Navier-Stokes) model seems to be inaccurate and LES (Large-Eddy Simulation) is quite
desirable for predicting the highly turbulent jet with sharply interfacial dynamics.
The above modeling issues related to multi-scale interfacial flow and turbulence
(and their interactions) still remains in the challenging problems, and far beyond the
scope of this work. For more thorough understanding and reliable design methodology,
however, further attention should be paid to the numerical modeling validated with wellestablished experiments focusing on the internal flow phenomena of the gas-centered
swirl coaxial injectors.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
Experimental investigations were performed on the spray structures of gas-centered
swirl coaxial injectors for LOx/kerosene staged combustion cycle engine. With previous
experience in developing of thrust chamber for liquid rocket engine, a 9 tonf-class staged
combustion cycle engine thrust chamber for the space launch vehicle’s upper stage were
conceptually designed for a basic research. The upper stage engine’s main requirements
are to attain vacuum thrust over 9 tonf and specific impulse over 340 sec. To satisfy these
requirements, the thrust chamber for staged combustion cycle engine using LOx/kerosene
has design chamber pressure of 10.0 MPa, propellant mass flow rate of 25 kg/s, and
mixture ratio (O/F ratio) of 2.6. And then from the conceptual design results, the gascentered swirl coaxial injector having various recess length adopted in this thrust chamber
was designed by previous design method and abroad reference data. The effects of the
recess length and momentum flux ratio on the spray structures of gas-centered swirl
coaxial injectors have been experimentally investigated through cold flow tests in an
atmospheric and high pressure condition using back-lit strobe imaging technique. From
the experimental results, the following conclusions were obtained.
The spray structures of a gas-centered swirl coaxial injector were investigated by
measuring the spray shape and spray cone angle in atmospheric condition by matching
the gas velocity and momentum flux ratio for hot firing condition. The formation of drops
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from ligaments of the liquid sheet takes place close to the nozzle exit. The spray angle
appears to slightly decrease as the recess ratio increases. However, matching the same
momentum flux ratio inevitably leads to a much lower velocity of water due to lower
density of the gaseous nitrogen at atmospheric pressure.
By elevating the chamber backpressure, the cold flow test conditions are adjusted to
match the ratios of momentum flux, density, and velocity between the gas and liquid
flows to those of the actual hot firing conditions. The spray configuration which spreads
widely in the case where the liquid is injected alone changes to a jet shape when the
liquid and the gas are simultaneously injected. The spray width contracts dramatically
with gas injection due to the central gas jet acting on the radially expanding liquid sheet.
The breakup process of liquid sheets in gas-centered swirl coaxial injector is influenced
by central gas jet. Since a swirling liquid sheet diverges away from the spray axis, it is
essential to bring the liquid sheet closer to the boundary of the central gas jet in order to
establish an effective interaction process between the liquid sheet and the central gas jet.
Whereas the spray comes out smoothly from the nozzle exit in the case of the injector
with a large RR, there is a thick area composed of droplets nearby the nozzle exit in the
case of the injector with a small RR, especially RR = 1.0. In the case of the injector with a
large RR, the liquid collides with the gas in the recess region and the swirl momentum of
the liquid is decrease by the high velocity of the gas stream. So the liquid was pulled
inwards towards the gas core and rapidly entrained. On the other hand, the injector with a
small RR has the same gas velocity and swirl momentum of the liquid, but the liquid and
the gas come out from the injector without sufficient mixing in the recess region.
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The spray angle decreases with increasing momentum flux ratio due to the axial gas
flow acting on the radially expanding liquid sheet. Also, the injector with the shorter
recess needs a higher momentum flux ratio to have a similar spray structures to that with
the longer recess. Based on the measured spray contraction parameters, the critical
momentum flux ratio, which determines the near-injector spray structures as internal or
external atomization, correlates to the recess ratio. When the gas-centered swirl coaxial
injector is designed with given the propellants condition (O/F etc.), external or internal
atomization of the propellants will be determined by controlling the recess length through
this correlation.
In order to qualitatively investigate the interactions of the wall-bounded swirling
liquid film and the central gaseous jet inside the GCSC injector, the two-dimensional
axisymmetric numerical simulation of two-phase flow has been performed using a
commercial CFD software. At the lower momentum flux ratio, the wall-bounded liquid
film inside the injector exhibits a smooth interface and spreads as a conical sheet at the
injector exit. As the momentum flux ratio increases, the interface of the wall-bounded
film is distorted and most ligaments are formed by the film-atomization inside the injector.
The spray structures in the near-injector region exhibits nearly parallel to the centerline,
which is analogous to the results of high pressure cold flow tests. The reason why largescale turbulent flow structures such as recirculation zones distort the liquid film and
enhance greatly the film-atomization inside the injector, and as the momentum flux ratio
increases, loss in the swirl intensity of the liquid film is accelerated due to turbulent
diffusion process.
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APPENDIX A
DESIGN OF LIQUID SWIRL INJECTOR
A.1 Ideal Liquid Theory
A simplex atomizer model is presented in Fig. A.1 and consists of several parts:
length of vortex chamber Lk, radius of vortex chamber rk, radius of tangential inlet rp,
radial location of tangential entry R = rk－rp, radius of orifice r0, radius of gas core in
orifice rr, and radius of gas core at orifice exit r′r. In the region of the swirl chamber, the
motion consists of a potential vortex caused by a negative source whose position
coincides with the apex of the transient cone at the cylindrical discharge orifice exit. In
the cylindrical discharge orifice region, there is a potential vortex along with an axial
motion. All velocities, i.e. axial u, circumferential v, and radial w, should be considered
but radial velocity w is negligible because it is significantly lower than the others.
The geometric constant K, which determines the swirling strength of the injected
fluid, is defined as,

K

Rr0 A0 R

irin2 Ain r0

(A.1)

with the orifice area A0 and total area of the tangential inlets Ain.
The liquid discharges not through the whole cross section but through an annular one.
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Fig. A.1 Schematic of sheet disintegration

The central part of the cross section is filled by gas core, which in Fig. A.1 is shown.
The area of annular cross section A is

A   (r02  rr2 )   r02

(A.2)

hence the coefficient of passage fullness, φ, has the following term



r 
A  ( r02  rr2 )

1  r 
2
 r0
A0
 r0 

2

where A0 = πr02 = πd02/4 is the area of the discharge orifice.
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(A.3)

Circumferential velocity component V changes according to the principle of the
potential vortex, which is represented by the equation

vr  const

(A.4)

A free vortex has a singular point at r = 0, for which V = + ∞ and pressure P = – ∞.
If so, a free vortex can exist only in the region with radius r ≥ rr. The circumferential
velocity increases at the core boundary to a certain maximum value vmax.
Axial velocity u occurs inside the swirl chamber at a radius slightly larger than r0.
This velocity causes the circumferential velocity v to decrease and therefore velocity vmax
is lower, as would follow from the free vortex equation. This fact will not, however, be
incorporated in the analysis.
In the region of the gas core r < rr, a so-called rigid vortex exists in which the gas
originating from the atomizer’s ambient rotates as a rigid body with constant angular
velocity

v
r

 

vmax
 const
rr

(A.5)

Velocity vmax can be calculated from the Bernoulli equation (for w = 0)


2

(u 2  v 2 )  P  Pt  const
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(A.6)

if the values u and P are known at the core boundary. The pressure is equal to P ≈ P0,
where P0 is the ambient pressure. Axial velocity u varies and is constant only in the
region of the outlet orifice. Pressure Pt is the total liquid pressure. According to the
equation of conservation of angular momentum with respect to the chamber axis, the
following equation can be written

vin R  vr  vmax rr  const

(A.7)

The following assumptions will be made for further considerations [Bayvel and
Orzechowski, 1993]:
1) The liquid is ideal.
2) The velocity field is a potential one in the whole region between the chamber
walls and the gas core.
3) Angular momentum is constant (Eq. (A.7)).
4) Gravity is negligible.
5) The flow is stable and axisymmetric
6) There is no radial component of velocity (w = 0).
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Fig. A.2 Liquid film at injector orifice

According to Fig. A.2, a liquid element on radius r, with width dr, length rdθ, and
unit thickness is acted on by a pressure force and mass force. The condition of
equilibrium of these forces has the form

rd dP 

v2
dm
r

(A.8)

Substituting element of mass dm = θrdθ and velocity v from Eq. (A.7),

v

vmax rr
r

into Eq. (A.8), one obtains
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(A.9)

2
dP   vmax
rr2

dr
r3

(A.10)

After integrating Eq. (A.10) assumes the following form:

 2 2 1
P   vmax
rr 2  C
r
2

(A.11)

Constant C follows from the condition that on the gas core boundary, i.e., for r = rr,
the overpressure equals zero, hence

C


2

2
vmax

(A.12)

By substituting C and vmax from Eqs. (A.9) and (A.12) into Eq. (A.11) the equation
of the pressure distribution in the transverse cross section of the discharge orifice can be
obtained:

P


2

2
(vmax
 v2 )

(A.13)

Substituting pressure P from Eq. (A.13) into Eq. (A.6) the following equation is
obtained
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u

2 Pt



2
 vmax
 const

(A.14)

As shown, axial velocity component u is uniform in the transverse cross section of
the discharge orifice, since in the given conditions Pt = const and vmax = const. According
to [Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993] the uniformity of velocity u is, however, disturbed
between orifice inlet and orifice exit. This caused by the transformed by the fact that
between these cross sections the static centrifugal overpressure is transformed into the
dynamic pressure, since in cross section of orifice exit pressure should be constant and
equal to the ambient pressure. Therefore velocity u is higher at the wall than at core
boundary.
The expression for volumetric flow rate of liquid through the orifice can be written
in the form

Q   r02u

(A.15)

From Eq. (A.7) vmax can be obtained,

vmax 

vin R
rr

Also, vin can be expressed
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(A.16)

vin 

Q
i rin2

(A.17)

where i is the number of tangential entry. Substituting Eq. (A.16) and (A.17) into
(A.14) axial velocity u can be written as follows

u

2Pt





R 2Q2
i 2 2 rin4 rr2

(A.18)

From Eq. (A.15) axial velocity u can be also expressed in the form

u

Q
.
 rr2

(A.19)

Therefore from Eqs. (A.1), (A.3), (A.8) and (A.9) volumetric flow rate can be
expressed

Q

1
2

K
1
 2
1 

 r02

2 Pt



 CD A0

2 Pt

From Eq. (A.20) the discharge coefficient can be defined
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(A.20)

CD 

1
2

K
1
 2
1 

(A.21)

The discharge coefficient is related to injector geometric constant K and the
coefficient of passage fullness. Therefore the relation between injector geometric constant
and the coefficient of passage fullness is needed. In order to do this the coefficient of
passage fullness corresponds to the maximum discharge coefficient. Differentiating Eq.
(A.21) with respect to φ and considering dCD/dφ=0, the following relation between K and
φ can be obtained [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al., 1977]

K

(1   ) 2

 

(A.22)

Therefore the discharge coefficient can be expressed as

CD 

3
2 

(A.23)

The spray cone angle is determined by the ratio of the tangential to the axial
velocities at the injector exit. Applications of the Bernoulli equation and the law of
angular momentum conservation for an inviscid flow show that spray cone angle is
function of discharge coefficient CD, geometric constant K, and a dimensionless vortex
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radius at the injector exit SB (= r′r/r0), as determined by [1, 8, 9, 10]

tan


2



2C D K
(1  S B ) 2  4C D2 K 2

(A.24)

Film thickness h0 is defined by the coefficient of passage fullness, φ, as [1, 8, 9, 10]

h0  r0  rr  r0 (1  1   )

(A.25)

A.2 Corrections of Design Parameter
A.2.1. Jet deformation

Liquid jets flowing through tangential entries impinge with the liquid rotating inside
the swirl chamber. As a result, the liquid jets contract. There is a simultaneous increase of
swirl radius (Rε) as shown in Fig. A.3, which leads to a decreased discharge coefficient CD
[Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993, Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al., 1977]. When liquid
jets are deformed in swirling chamber the angular momentum in swirl chamber changes
to

M  R Vin
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(A.26)

R

R

Tangential
entry
e

Injector exit
Vortex
chamber

Fig. A.3 Schematic of liquid sheet deformation

where Rε is the deformed radius in swirling chamber. The jet deformation coefficient
ε is the ratio of the swirl radius at tangential entry to the swirl radius in swirling chamber
(ε = R/Rε). If liquid jet deformation is considered, the geometric constant should become
[Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al., 1977]

KD 

R r0 Rr0 K


irin2  irin2 

(A.27)

[Dityakin et al., 1977] found that ε was a function of the parameter B = R/r0. In this
study, ε was obtained by fitting to the Dityakin et al. curve (Fig. A.4).
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Fig. A.4 Coefficient of inlet jet deformation, ε, according to r0/R (=1/B)

A.2.2 Viscous liquid theory and energy loss

Friction coefficients and hydraulic parameters of injectors can be affected by liquid
viscosity. The higher the viscosity is, the higher the discharge coefficient is and the lower
the spray angle is. To calculate an exact discharge coefficient, a friction coefficient due to
viscosity in the swirling chamber should be considered [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et
al., 1977].
In the swirling chamber flow velocity can be broken down into tangential Vu and
radial Vm components as shown in Fig. A.5. Assume that a liquid element of height δK
equals to the height of the swirling chamber and a flow element has length dl and width
da. The mass element is [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al., 1977]
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dm  1 K dlda

Fig. A.5 Breakdown of the velocity of a liquid flow in the swirling chamber into
components

and the angular momentum is

dM *  rVu dm

On the lateral surface of the element touching the walls of the chamber (df = 2dlda),
acts frictional force

dFf   n df

where τn is stress of friction on wall, expressed through coefficient of friction λ and
velocity head
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n 

K 1V 2
4

2

Moment of frictional force becomes

N*  

K
4

1VVu rdlda

The change of angular momentum is equal to the moment of external force as
follows

dM * dM * dr

  N*
dt
dr dt

Substituting the expression for M* and N* and noticing that dr/dt = –Vm, the
following equation can be obtained

d (rVu )  

KVVu rdr
4 KVm

(A.28)

Now, designate the angular momentum of a volume unit of liquid by angular M

M  1 rVu
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(A.29)

Expressing from the continuity equation Vm through volumetric flow rate Q

Vm 

Q
2 r K

(A.30)

and substituting V=(Vu2+Vm2)0.5, the differential equation can be obtained, which
determines change of angular momentum in the swirling chamber during a viscous liquid
flow:

dM
M M 
2

2



K 
dr
2 1Q

(A.31)

where, Ω = (ρ1Q)/(2πδK).
Integrating the left side of Eq. (A.31) within limits from M0 to M and the right side
within limits from rk to r0, the following is obtained

ln


M  

  
4
 

M   M 02   2
0

M

2

2

K

( RK  r0 )

K

Solving this equation with respect to M, the relation between M and M0 can be
obtained
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M0

M

cosh   sinh 

M 02
1
2

(A.32)

where



K
4

(rK  r0 ) .

(A.33)

From an analysis of this expression it follows that under the influence of friction
angular momentum decreases as the nozzle is approached. At λK = 0 (ideal liquid) the
momentum conservation can be obtained (M = M0). It will be considered that the height
of the swirling chamber is equal to the diameter of the inlet (δk = 2rin), the number of
tangential entry is i and swirling arm is R. Since the initial angular momentum (when
liquid enters the swirl chamber)

M 0  1Vin R 

1QR
,
 i rin2

(A.34)

then Eq. (A.32) takes the form

M

M0
cosh   sinh  16
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,
B2
1
2 2
 i

(A.35)

where



K rK  r0
8

rin

; B

R
rin

(A.36)

Above equation can be simplified if sinξ and coshξ are expanded in series and
rejected all terms except the first, i.e., assume that sinhξ = ξ, coshξ =1. Then

M0

M

1   16

B2
1
 2i 2

(A.37)

According to [Borodin et al., 1968] the relative error allowed here does not exceed
3 %, if B ≤ 16 and λK ≤ 0.2, i.e., the range embracing all practically encountered values of
B and λK. Usually this error is a fraction of a percent. When B/εi ≥ 1 it is possible to
disregard one as compared to 16B2/(εi)2 and then Eq. (3.1.36) appears as [Dityakin et al.,
1977]

M

M0
1

where,
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(A.38)



r

K D  k  1 .
2
 r0


K

(A.39)

The error inserted here does not exceed 1 % and the parameter θ is the frictional
factor due to rotating flow in a swirling chamber. Thus, relative error during calculation
of angular momentum by Eq. (A.38), if B/εi ≥ 1, B ≤ 16 and λK ≤ 0.2. It is simple to show
that when B/εi < 1, then if Eq. (A.37) is replaced by Eq. (A.38) error also is small and
does not exceed 1–2 % if i ≤ 6 (a greater number of entrance channels is not used for
practical purposes). This analysis shows that in injector theory for real liquid Eq. (A.38)
is sufficiently accurate. Angular momentum, according to this equation, decreases as the
friction coefficient λK and the parameter KD (rk/r0-1) increase [Borodin et al., 1968,
Dityakin et al., 1977].
[Dityakin et al., 1977] obtained a friction coefficient, which depends on the
Reynolds number of a tangential entry, as a result of tests with water and water/glycerin
mixtures with geometric constants varying from KD 1.5 to 9.0. Water was used in the
current study and the friction coefficient λk was determined by [Dityakin et al., 1977]

 24.6
 Re0.75 ,

k   in
 1.22 ,
 Rein0.36

(Rein  2.3  103 )
;
(Rein  2.3  10 )
3
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Rein 

Vin d

1

(A.40)

The tangential entry Reynolds number Rein is defined by inlet velocity Vin and the
equivalent inlet diameter is given by d  id p .
Also [Borodin et al., 1968] implemented energy loss caused by friction force acting
on the vortex chamber wall. On element of liquid dm (Fig. A.5) acts force dF. The work
of this force on path ds will be dA  dFds . Then the loss of energy for a volume unit of
liquid will be written in the form

dE 

k
1V 2 ds
4 k
.

But ds is easily expressed through dr:

ds  

V
dr
Vm .

Substituting Vm form Eq. (A.30) the differential equation can be obtained for
determination of energy loss in the swirling chamber:

dE  

k 
2Q

1V 3 rdr

(A.41)

To simplify equation, Vm2 will be disregarded as compared to Vu2, i.e., assume V ≈ Vu.
The current value of Vu from the expression similar to Eq. (A.38) is easy to represent in
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the form

Vu 

RQ
   R (rk  r0 )  
i rin2 1  k 
 r
2   irin2  


Substituting in Eq. (A.41) the following equation can be expressed

dE 

4 1Q 2


2
k

dr
r (r   )3

2

2

where

  rk 

2  irin
k R .

The full energy loss in the swirling chamber is

E 

4 1Q 2


2
k

2



r0

rk

dr
r 2 ( r   )3

Taking the integral, the full energy loss is
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(A.42)

E 

1Q 2
K
2 2 r0 4

(A.43)

where
K 

K
2

 1 
1
 1 

C
K
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 K
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2  K   
2
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 2

(2  K ) K D CK
ln

2
2
2
3

(A.44)

K
rK
1

  ;  = K  2 CK ; CK  r

D
0

Now, the discharge coefficient and spray cone angle considering energy loss will be
implemented. Due to friction on the swirl chamber wall, angular momentum and total
pressure on the nozzle entrance of the injector is less than the initial. But in the section of
the nozzle the momentum and energy conservation law hold. First of all, how the
tangential velocity component v in the entrance section of nozzle should be expressed
from Eq. (A.38) taking into account Eq. (A.29):

v

RQ
r i rin2 (1   )

(A.45)

On the air vortex boundary gauge pressure is equal to zero. Therefore the equation of
energy is written in the form

1
PT  E  1 (u 2  v2 ) .
2
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(A.46)

Repeating the calculations made in section A.1 the discharge coefficient for a
viscous liquid can be expressed as [Dityakin et al., 1977]

CD 

1
K

2
eq

1  c



1



2
c

(A.47)

 K

where

Keq 

KD (1  c ) 2
;

1
c c

=

k
2

KD (

rK
 1)
r0

(A.48)

Above Eq. (A.48) the principle of maximum flow rate was used in order to find the
connection between φc and Keq. As a result, the functional relation between φc and Keq
remains the same as and between φ and K. Consequently, the discharge coefficient
considering friction differs from the corresponding formula for an ideal liquid by the
replacement of K by Keq and the appearance of the term ΔK.
As shown in Fig. A.5, the friction loss term was taken into account by assuming that
the height of swirling chamber is small. However, hydraulic loss related to the swirling
chamber length should be considered if the length is long (δk → Lk; see Fig. A.1 and A.5).
It was implemented by angular momentum conservation [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin
et al., 1977] with similar manner of driving ΔK. Hydraulic loss related to the swirling
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chamber length was determined as





K D2
L
1
 ;   1.0; L K  K
L 
(1   pr K D CK ) 1 
2CK
DK
 (1   CK   L K )2 


CK  1


(A.49)

Here, μpr is a function of Kpr, defined as Kpr=KD·CK. Further, Kpr is represented as
Kpr=(1-φpr)·20.5/φpr1.5, therefore, μpr can be obtained from μpr=( φpr 3 /(2- φpr ))0.5.  is the
ratio of friction coefficient at the vortex chamber side wall to the vortex chamber end wall.
According to [Dityakin et al. 1997] the consideration of loss in accordance with length of
vortex chamber affects the discharge coefficient seriously if the friction factor θ is over
0.25 approximately (Eq. (A.48)). When this loss not considered the discharge coefficient
was overpredicted by a maximum of 56 % compared to experimental results. But if the
loss is considered the deviation of discharge coefficient between the calculated and
experimental results can be reduced to 18%. However it overpredicts also; the reason is
the assumption that   1 . According to Dityakin et al. [Dityakin et al., 1977] this
assumption was excessive. Because the friction coefficient at the vortex chamber side
wall cannot be obtained it is assumed that the coefficient at the vortex chamber side wall
is equal to the friction coefficient at the vortex chamber end wall λk [Dityakin et al., 1977].
Obtaining the factors related to the friction coefficient according to vortex chamber
length will be another research project.
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A.2.3 Other friction losses

According to [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al., 1977, and Bazarov et al. 2004]
there are several hydraulic losses in the injector, which can affect spray characteristics.
These losses cannot be handled by viscous liquid theory because they depend on the
design of swirl injector. But in order to accurately predict film thickness, spray cone angle,
injection velocity, and downstream SMD energy losses related to tangential entry (∆in)
and converging part (∆noz) should be considered [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al.,
1977, and Bazarov et al. 2004]. Energy loss occurring at tangential entry may be
determined by

 in   in

K D2
R
; C=
2
C
r0

(A.50)

where ξin is an inlet resistance coefficient and a function of Reynolds number in the
tangential inlet (Fig. A.6). The inlet resistance coefficient is similar to the loss coefficient
in a pipe flow from the viewpoint of definition [Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993].
Therefore inlet resistance coefficient should be obtained from experimental data. In the
present study the inlet resistance coefficient was obtained by averaging experimental data
from [Borodin et al. 1968].
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Fig. A.6 Inlet resistance coefficient ξin according to inlet Reynolds number, Rein.

Hydraulic loss in the converging part of the injector [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin
et al., 1977] was determined by

 noz 

 noz
2

(A.51)

where ξnoz is hydraulic resistance related to contraction part angle; ξnoz =0.11 at
ψ=900 and ξnoz =0.16 at ψ=1200. Typical angle of converging part is from 900 to 1200 and
hydraulic resistance is almost linear in this range [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al.,
1977].
The major losses of energy by friction were considered. Therefore a generalized
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equivalent geometric constant Keq considering energy losses is

Keq 

(1   ) 2
KD

CK
 
1   (1 
 LK )
CK  1

(A.52)

The discharge coefficient CDeq corresponding to Eq. (A.52) is

1

CDeq 
(

1



2



Keq2
1  

;  sum   K  in   noz   L
  sum )

0.5

(A.53)

where total energy loss due to friction is the ∆sum of local frictional losses (Eq.
(A.53)).
In real circumstance, the thin film produced by swirl flow is distorted at the injector
end due to centrifugal force (Fig. A.1). If centrifugal force is considered, film thickness at
the injector exit should be acquired from SB instead of φθ. At the nozzle exit, the air vortex
radius r′r is determined by expressing the volumetric flow rate in the form of the integral
of the flow rate elements (on the nozzle section):

r0

Q   2 rdru   r02
rr

2 Pt

1

(A.54)

Distribution of axial velocity u in nozzle cross section can be determined as follows,
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velocity vin from Eq. (A.17) and Q from Eq. (A.20) should be substituted into Eq. (A.7),
and after taking into account K from Eq. (A.1) the circumferential velocity component
can be obtained

v

 Kr0
r

2 Pt

1

(A.55)

Velocity v should be introduced into Eq. (A.6), assuming that overpressure P = 0 in
nozzle cross section. Hence

u  1

 2 K 2 r02 2 Pt
r2
1

(A.56)

Substituting velocity u from Eq. (A.56) and integrating Eq. (A.54) the relation
between r′r (or SB) and CDeq can be obtained as shown in Eq. (A.57). Also SB can be
obtained by numerically solving Eq. (A.57). [8, 9, 10]

2
2
2 0.5
CDeq  (1  CDeq
K eq2 )  S B ( S B2  CDeq
K eq
)
2
CDeq
K eq2

ln

2
2 0.5
1  (1  CDeq
K eq
)
2
2 0.5
S B  ( S B2  CDeq
K eq
)

Film thickness at the injector end can then be defined as
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(A.57)

h0  r0 (1  S B )

(A.58)

The spray cone angle can be calculated by replacing CD and K by CDeq and Keq,
respectively, in Eq. (A.24). However, the spray cone angle is difficult to predict
accurately because it is strongly related to injector geometry and definition of spray cone
angle in the atomized spray field. Through the viscous liquid theory a trend of spray cone
angle will be predicted. According to [Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993] the discharge
coefficient considered in Eq. (A.50) agreed well with the experimental results. But as
shown in Eq. (A.50) the length of tangential entry was not considered in the energy loss.
Also [Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993] pointed out that the length of tangential entry
affects the spray cone angle severely in some cases. It is indicated that the discharge
coefficient is less sensitive than the spray cone angle. This shows the difficulty of finding
the accurate spray cone angle by a simplified analysis. If the boundary layer theory is
used some losses will be considered and more accurate spray cone angle will be obtained
like [Inamura et al., 2003]. But it is impossible to find every loss acting on the swirl
injector. Hence, a spray cone angle acquired from modified Eq. (A.24) should be
corrected by Fig. A.7 [Sterling and Sleicher, 1975].
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Fig. A.7 Spray relative angles according to friction factor, θ

Injection velocity is important because the maximum growth rate of a liquid wave is
a function of injection velocity. Actual injection velocity is different from theoretical
velocity because of friction losses [Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993], as well as
geometrical characteristics and pressure differences [Lefebvre, 1989]. The ratio of real to
theoretical velocity is the velocity coefficient. According to [Lefebvre, 1989], the velocity
coefficient is related to the discharge coefficient, film thickness, and spray cone angle.
However, [Davy and Loustalan, 2007] pointed out that determining sheet velocity using a
velocity coefficient could yield unexpected results such as predicting breakup lengths
shorter than experimental results. To exclude the potential effects of velocity coefficients,
sheet velocity was calculated using discharge coefficient, film thickness, and spray cone
angle, including frictional losses [Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993]. Hence, film axial
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velocity is defined as [Borodin et al., 1968, Dityakin et al., 1977]

u  1

2
4CDeq
K eq2

2P

(1  S B ) 2



(A.59)

Injection velocity may be obtained by definition

V

u
cos( / 2)

(A.60)

Because the liquid sheet has tangential velocity due to swirl, the tangential velocity
must be considered. As injection velocity and spray cone angle are known from Eqs.
(A.59) and (A.60) the tangential velocity can be obtained easily as follows

v  V sin( / 2)
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(A.61)
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액체 연료와 기체 산화제는 각각 물과 기체 질소로 상사하였다.
수류시험을

통한

기체-액체

분사기의

분무특성을

파악하기

위해서는

모멘텀 플럭스 비, 밀도비, 혼합비 등을 실제 연소 조건과 상사시키는 것이
중요하다. 상압 수류시험 조건에서는 기체 질소의 유속과 모멘텀 플럭스 비를
실제 연소 조건과 동일하게 하였다. 그러나 상압조건에서는 기체 질소의 낮은
밀도로 인해 모멘텀 플럭스 비를 실제 연소 조건과 동일하게 상사시키면
액체의 유속이 매우 낮거나 혹은 기체의 속도가 매우 커져야 한다. 그러므로
모멘텀 플럭스 비를 상사시키는 기체-액체 분사기 수류시험은 고압 환경
조건에서 수행되어야 한다. 고압 챔버의 배압을 조절함으로써 기체와 액체의
모멘텀

플러스

비,

밀도비,

속도비

등을

실제

연소

조건과

유사하게

상사시켰다. 수류시험 결과 액체만 분사되었을 때 넓게 퍼지는 분무 형상이
기체와 동시에 분사되었을 때 제트의 형상으로 변화되었다. 리세스 길이가 긴
분사기의 경우 기체와 액체가 리세스 구역에서 충돌하면서 액체의 와류
모멘텀이 중앙의 기체 유속에 의해 감소하였고, 리세스 길이가 짧은 분사기의
경우 리세스 구역에서 기체와 액체가 충분한 혼합을 이루지 못하고 분사기
밖으로 분무되었다. 리세스 길이가 짧은 분사기의 경우 리세스 길이가 긴
분사기의 분무형상과 동일한 형상을 갖기 위해서는 더 큰 모멘텀 플럭스 비가
필요하였다. 모멘텀 플럭스 비에 따른 분무 축소비를 통해 내부 및 외부
혼합을 결정하는 임계 모멘텀 플럭스 비와 리세스 길이와의 상관관계를
도출하였다. 또한 모멘텀 플럭스 비와 리세스 길이에 따른 분무구조와 리세스
영역안에서 액막과 기체의 상호 영향을 정성적으로 파악하기 위해 상용 CFD
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코드를 이용, 이상(two-phase) 유동에 대한 수치해석을 수행하였다. 수치
계산을 통한 분무구조는 고압 환경 조건에서의 시험 결과를 비교적 잘
예측하였다. 낮은 모멘텀 플럭스 비 조건에서 분사기 내부의 액막은 큰 교란
없이 빠져 나와 분사기 출구에서 분무각을 가지며 분무되고, 모멘텀 플럭스
비가 증가함에 따라 재순환 흐름과 같은 큰 스케일의 난류 유동 구조가
액막을 교란시키고 분사기 내부에서 액막의 미립화가 증가하였고, 노즐
출구에서 액체의 와류 강도가 낮아짐을 확인하였다.
중심어: 기체-액체 분사기, 다단 연소 사이클 엔진, 연소기, 분무구조, 분무각,
리세스 비, 모멘텀 플럭스 비, 고압 환경, 내부 혼합, 외부 혼합, 이상
유동
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